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LOCAL AFFAIRS

Liberty National Bank
OF

NEW

ELLSWORTM

Only Ellaworth Bank in the Federal Reserve

In the

Business “Tug o’War”

quality of the banking support
prime importance. If your bank is

'J’lIK
,

must itself hnve—as this bank

you receive is of
to serve you

Reserve

a

I

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
Ellsworth Foatofllce.

well,

jt
has—the facilities of the
greatest banking organization in the world-the Federal

i

i
!

ADVERTISEMENTS.

E. H. Baker.
M. L. Adams.
Legal Notices.
Anderson’s cafe.
Union Trust Co.
Liberty National Bank.
Classified Advertisements.

i

MAILS RECEIVED
From West—7.04, 7.18 and 11.30 a.
m., 3.50 p. m.
From East—12.20, 3.40, 4.56 and 10.37
p. m.
MAILS CLOSE AT POSTOFFICE.
Going West—11.50 a. m., 3.20, 4.30 and
9 p. m.

System.
We pay 2 and 21, per cent. on checking accounts and t per rent, on Hay.
in#*. Write or rail for particulars.

Going East—6.35

-----

a.

m., 3.20 p.

m.

Sunday arrives from WeBt at 7.04 and
11.30 a. m.; closes for West at 3.20, 4.30
and 9.00 p. m.
No mail East Sunday.
Registered mail should be at postoffice half

hour before mall closes.

an

Mark-Down Sale of
WEATHER

SUMMER SHIRTWAISTS
Voile

$4.50

$.1.49 Voile

36 inch

now

in

white

all

patterns, only

new

now

per

ending

lam

and

Wed
62—
Thurs 56—
Fri
58—

•.39e

Hose, all sizes, former
pair.
$1.00

1
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leading dentists of Boston and vicinity have charge
this

work. Association with these men i* invaluable,
,rom * technical view-point, but in a practical
way. L lira-modern equipment, the most up-to-date of
any school of its kind.
not

C.quipmeni

ODJ?‘.

z—Ad

EUGENE H. SMITH, D. H. D., DEAN. BOSTON, MASS.

WHILE THEY LAST

First quality lenses for people from
45 to 65 years
of
in
all-shell
age,
frames, including examination, while
they last. $7.
Bought at old prices;
Don’t wait.
you get the benefit.

Edward H. Baker
ELLSWORTH
Optometrist and Reglsteret
Eye Specialist.
Office Over Moore’s Drug Store
04 Court street (Bridge Hill).
Telephone connection.
Graduate

ivaipa notei, »ouinwest

c. c.

Hamor.every

Monday curing tne summer

BURRILL

&

SON

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
some

of the

leading companies

of this and

foreign

countries

LOOK at this cutter
Jrpm

an original photograph
”r our
plants. Then

of one

J

place your order with us for
POTTED STRAWBERRY PLANTS
at $8.00 per 100
We have the following varieties:
uncle Jim, Brandywine, Glen Mary,

Ryckman.
P*J Everbearer,
.?? Superb Plants

Jui

pment

also Progressive
will be ready for
through September and

HANCOCK COUNTY NURSERY

Weather Permitting,*
will be
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there

a

Anderson’s Cafe'

DANCE
At Shore Acres Hotel

will close for the

season

lamoine beach

Friday, Sept.
Higgins’ Orchestra

65—
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62—
63—

itation

afternoon
fair
clear

fair,cloudy cloudy,rain
cloudy
cloudy
cloudy rain.cloudy

.06

.52
.73

There will be a dance at
Acres Friday evening.

Shore

60—

rain

.06

rain
rain

60—

rain,

Ella

M.

Johnston

had

1

25th
17 Saturday, Sept.

Mrs. Arthur Howard of Foxcroft,
with her two children, is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Ella G. Nash.
Mrs. Adah M. Lord is visiting Mrs,
Amos Blackinton at her summer
home at Silver Beach, Mass.
Miss Ethel Hodgkins arrived from
Seattle, Wash., yesterday, for a vacation of several weeks in this vicinity.
George E. Higgins and wife and
Charles W. Alexander and family of
Auburn are visiting Milo Austin and
wife.
They made the trip by auto.
Harvey D. Black and his son Hollis,
of Wollaston. Mass., are guests of
their aunts, Mrs. Harvard Greely and
Miss Mary Black, for a few days.
An interesting meeting of the union
group of young people was led at the
Baptist church Tuesday evening by
Alvin Beal, who took as a topic, "The
Need of Courage.”
Services nex^ Sunday at the Baptist church will be in the morning at
10.30, with Sunday school at 11.45,
and evening service at 7.30.Services
in the afternoon will be at Trenton at
2.30.
Rev. J. B. Coy. pastor.
The adjourned meeting of the Ellsworth high school alumni association
will be held at the high school building Friday evening at 7.30. As officers for the coming year will be
chosen at this meeting, it is hoped
there will be a large attendance.
The Baptist people were privileged
to have with them last Sunday morning Rev. I. B. Mower, D. D., one of
the secretaries of the United Baptist
Convention of Maine.
Dr. Mower
gave an interesting and practical sermon on "The Program of Christ.”
There will be a gathering at the
Baptist church to-night, purely for
social purposes and a good time; no
iuus

.14

her

Mrs. Herbert Eidridge and daughter Marguerite of Bucksport and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Seigars and Hawes
Seigars and Miss Wakefield of Augusta recently visited their parents,
E. C. Seigars and wife.
They made
the trip by auto.
Charles W. Joy and family have
moved from School
street
to
the
Reeves house on State street, the
Moore house, which they have been
occupying, having been sold some
time ago to C. M. Gott, who will now
occupy it.
Miss Mary M. Moore of Boston,
who has been the guest of her
cousins, M. S. Smith and daughter
Florence, this summer, left for her
Miss
home Saturday.
Smith
left
Monday for New York, to resume

teaching.

—Established 1807—

representing

Sun
Mon
Tues
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foreuoon
rain,fair
fair

E. J. Robinson of Bangor has purchased the A. E. Moore lot on Pine
street.
He proposes eventually to
build there, and make his home in
Ellsworth.
The total number of women registering in Ellsworth was 3SS. Three
women served on the election boards
—Miss Lenora G. Higgins in ward 1,
Mrs. P. H. Shea in ward 2 and Mrs.
Vira Ellis in ward 4.

Holders of diploma* of high schools covering reuuired subjects are admitted without examination, in
September, 1930. One year in college required for entrance in 1921. Graduates of this school leadtheprofession in standing and lucrative practice
For catalog
address

Nn Fntr^nrr
lnictllLC
Fx^min^tinn
win id HUH

fi?*—

12 m
68—
71—

Precip-

Louis Naumann, who visited his
aunt, Mrs. Mary Reid, on his way
to
J3ea^ Cove, has returned to his
home in Boston.
Lester L. Salisbury
and
family
have moved
to Bangor,
a
more
central location for
Mr. Salisbury,
who is now travelling.

There i« an unlimited demand for skilled dentists and
specialists in dentistry. The Harvard University Dental school offer* a most thorough and efficient
training
,n thi* interesting profession.
For those who wish to
specialize there are course* in Oral Surgery, Orthodontia (stnHgbtenlng the teeth) and other branches.

unf?

Sat

Miss

Big Opportunities

>-lia*4***

Weather
conditions

right wrist broken last week, while
cranking a car.
C. E. Bellatty and family have
closed their Contention Cove cottage,
and left Saturday for Boston.
Harold E. Woodward,
who
has
been visiting his grandmother, Mrs.
W. P. Woodward, left to-day to enter
Boston University.

-DENTAL SCHOOLI!

midnight.]

Anderson's restaurant on Water
street will close for the season on
Saturday, Sept. 25.

Ellsworth, Maine

HARVARD

Tuesday

The Thursday club will meet again
this week with Mrs. A. P. Royal.

-...

A Field of

at

Temperature

M. L. ADAMS
95 Main

Midnight

observations
taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor A Union River
Power Co., iu Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given In inches for the twenty-four hours

Ladies’ Black and White Silk

price $1.69,

at

| From

...#.$7.50

Percales,

Ending

ELLSWORTH.

Sept. 14, I9S0.

Waists, now.$2.98
Waists, now.
$2.49

$10.98 and $12.50 Georgette Waists,

flesh,

For Week

IN

At a special meeting or the city
government last Thursday evening,
permission was granted the New England Telephone & Telegraph Co. to
place its wires underground on Main
street from Franklin street to Beal
avenue, as petitioned for.
Hoyt A. Moore and family of New
York are in Ellsworth for a few days,
while Mr. Moore is attending to business connected with his father's estate.
They will leave for home the
last of this week.
Mrs. A. E. Moore
will leave soon to spend the winter in
the West.
There will be a sociable for the
members of the
Unitarian
Sunday
school in the vestry
on
Thursday
at
7
o'clock.
evening
Every child,
who is Interested in the school, is
urged to be present. There will be
games, a short program and refreshAll adult members of the soments.
ciety are cordially invited.
There was a brilliant electrical
display in Ellsworth Monday morning, when lightning, following the
high transmission line, jumped to the
ground arm on one of the tall steel
poles on State street, forming an arc
of something like two feet.
No damage was done at the power house.
from
the
Letters
principal of
and
Marion Institute, Army
Navy
College, at Marion, Ala., Where M. Y.
McGown. Jr„ is now enrolled for a
preparatory course for Annapolis,
state that he has passed a satisfactory preliminary physical examination. and is taking kindly to the
school work and discipline.
He is
also enrolled in the reserve officers’
training camp connected with the
school, and is taking regular training.

AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 15,

are

iu

ue

couecieu.

loose

-o-

Traffic Between Ellsworth and Binehill Must Take Detour.
One of the abutment walls of the
bridge over Patten’s pond stream in
Surry village fell in Monday night,
undermined by the heavy wash of
water from the rains, and the bridge
is temporarily closed
for
repairs.
Direct travel between Ellsworth and
Bluehill is interrupted, a detour being necessary by way of the Bucksport road and North Bend.
First Selectman F. T. Jellison of
Surry says he hopes to have the
bridge open for travel again in two or
three days.
Work on the bridge was
commenced this morning, and is being rushed.
Saunders family Reunion.
The ninth annual reunion of the
Saunders' family was held at West
Surrv August 28.
The weather was
perfect. A bountiful dinner was
served at the pavilion, followed by a
business meeting.
Ninety-four were
Otiicers
elected:
Presipresent.
dent. G. W. Nevells; vice-president.
Addison Saunders; recording secretary, Nellie I.
Nevells;
treasurer,
Nettie Leach; executive
committee,
Nellie Leach, Gladya^Leach. Hazel
Saunders, Minerva Jordan, Mildred
Grey, Lettie Saunders. The program
for the day was as follows:
Singing; recitations. Philip Nevells, Paul
Nevells and Nellie Nevells;
song,
Olive Violette;
story,
Margaret
Minerva
Leach; readings.
Jordan.
Ruth Saunders.
There was dancing
afternoon and evening.
-o-

Drowned at Green Lake.
Mrs. M. C. Baker of Bangor was
drowned at Green lake Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Baker had been Ashing
with his wife, the boat being anchored.
As Mr. Baker was attempting to raise the anchor, the rope
parted and he fell backward, overturning the boat. Neither could
swim, and Mr. Baker was unable to
reach his wife.
He clung to the boat
until it was blown ashore. Mrs.
Baker's body was recovered.
-o--

COMING EVENTS.

Sept. 21-22—Annual meeting of
the Hancock United Baptist association with the Baptist church at Sedgvlck.
Wednesday, Oct, 6, at Hancock
tall—Methodist fair.
Oct. 15-16—Annual county contest
if boys' and girls’ clubs at Hancock
tall, Ellsworth.
FAIR DATES.
Sept. 15 and 16—Eden fair.
Sept. 22—Narramtssic grange fair
it Orland.
Sept. 29 and 30—North Ellsworth
Pair.
Sept. 29—Mariaville grange fair.
Sept. 29—Highland grange fair,
North Penobscot.
Oct. 1—Franklin grange fair.
Oct. 6—Greenwood grange fair.
Past brook.
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fully periormed.
It was not chance that lifted this Company to the
esteem in which it is held. It has been built upon the
foundation of sound banking and fair dealing.
As a member of this community you are invited to
avail ot this service which others have found so profitable.
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Union TkrsT Company I
of Ell sworth.Maeve
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SAVE YOUR MONEY

THE HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS BANK OF ELLSWORTH, MAINE
II Ab ALREADY PAID 94 SEMI-ANNUAL DIVIDENDS
The last dividend

was

at the rate of 4

pounded

NflW

is ^ie time to

Don’t start the

W.

Franklin Man Writes Interestingly of
His Trip.
C. J. Murch of Franklin, who, with
his family, Is motoring to California
in a Ford car, camping en route, in
a letter to 0. W. Tapley of Ellsworth
says:

We, travelled through New York
state to Niagara Falls, then to Buffalo
and on through Cleveland, camping on
the shore of Lake Erie the
of

night
September 2. New York state interested me.
Everything seemed full of
wealth
and
We
prosperity.
rode
through the oil fields of Ohio, and the
large fields of corn, which Interested
a great deal.
We have Just crossed the Mississippi,
and to-night, September 8. are camping
on
its
hanks
in a
camping
me

ground.

So

far

pubjic

we

We

at

present
with
Michigan who are

enjoying the
going along
people from

are
are

some

going to the same
aiming for.
be surprised to see the
large cars with camping parties in
them going to all parts of the country.
Three cars pulled out from the camping
ground to-day bound for Pasadena.
place

we are

You

would

-O-’
Birch Harbor.
Henry Bickford and wife of Camden visited here recently.
Florence Hancock, who has spent
the season at Twin Mountain. N. H.,
came
home Wednesday.
Tuesday
she will go to Castine to attend
normal school.
Mrs. E. E. Rice has returned from
a visit in South Deer Isle.
She was
accompanied by her son Edgar and
wife, who have spent the week here.
Repairs and improvements have
been made on the school building.
Quite noticeable is a belfry with bell.
The bell was bought by the school,
assisted by the
Florence
teacher,
Hancock.
Harry Bennett and family of Somerville, Mass., left for home Monday,
after a visit with Mrs. Bennett's
sister, Mrs. Edward Rice.
Sept. 13.
C.
-o-

West Surry.
John Avent and family have closed
their summer home and returned to
New York.
Mrs. Grace Willins. who has been
very ill, is able to be about the house.
Mrs. Grace Conary has moved to
Ellsworth.
L.
Sept. 13.
-oA X NOUNCBME XT.
Mrs. R.’ E. Stevens wishes to announce the opening of a private kinlergarten September 7. at her home on
Spruce street. Any child between the
iges of four and seven years may regster.
Plan to ofker first
and
second
?rade work as desired. For particuars apply at once to Mrs. R. E. Stevens,

?hone 6d-4.—Advt.

J,

Automobile

car

until you

rvi arin©

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Mrs.

Ella M.

Davis

of

Detroit,.

Mich., lias been visiting her cousins,

Mr. and Mrs. Orlando Brooks.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Culver of Jacksonville. Fla., were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Will Saunders
one
day last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Murray and
daughter Marion and Miss Eva
Sansoucie of Worcester, Mass., have
returned to their home, after a week
with relatives and friends here.
Miss Nina Franklin of Augusta hasbeen
visiting her Barents. Loren
Franklin and wife.
Mrsi Frank Morgan of Woburn,
Mass., is visiting her .mother, Mrs.
Harriet Hastings.
R. L. Symmes of Beverly, Mass.,
has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
L. Franklin.
L. B. Franklin and family of Beverly. Mass., spent last week with his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L.
Franklin.
They made the trip by
automobile, returning by way of the
White
Mountains.
Mr.
and
MrS.
Frank
Arrington of Marblehead,
Mass., accompanied them.
Extensive repairs are being made
on the five-saw dam by
Whitcomb,
Haynes & Whitney and the Charles
J. Treworgy Corpn.
The extreme
low water has been favorable for the
work.
Mrs. Carrie A. Smith, employed at
East Holden, was at her home here a
few days last week.
The members of the boys’ and
girls' clubs at Ellsworth Falls made
a creditable showing in their exhibits
at the Bluehill fair, winning thirteen
awards.
-o-

DOLLARDTOWN.
Mrs. Arthur Moran and two children. Clifton and Allen, left Tuesday
for Waterville and Augusta to visit
relatives before returning to Ludlow.
Mrs. Puffer and two children, who
have been the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Burden Sawyer, have
returned
to
Brewer.
It was children's night at Harvest
Home grange August 28.
A pleasant
time is reported.
Mrs.
Emma
Reed
of
West
Tremont, with her daughter Mildred,
and
Lester
grandchildren,
and
Clarice Gott,
is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest L. Smith.
Miss Lettie McMaster has returned
to her home in Lowell. Mass., after a
week with her aunt, Martha J. Barron.

Mr. and Mrs. Ashbury Lopous of
Southwest Harbor, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Walls of West Tremont, Dalton
Reed and two daughters. Avis and
Erma, of Franklin. William Gott of
McKinley were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Smith Sunday.
Samuel McMaster. who has spent
the summer with his uncle, Judson
Barron, has returned to Lowell, Mass

THOMPSON

A.

119

F”iro,

com-

Tapley Company

TO CALIFORNIA BY CAR.

trip very much.

an

about it.

me

O.

per cent,

semi-annually

l)rotect yourself with

Liability Policy.

talk with

Ellsworth will have but one new

BRIDGE OIT AT SCRRY.

{

patronage bank receives from a community is
never greater than the community’s
good will toward
it. This good will is the fruit of service well and faith-

picture theatre, instead of two, as
seemed possible a short time ago.
This has been known for some time,

but not until the past week has the
deal been closed by which the Dirigo
Theatre Co., recently organized, will
take over the new picture theatre being built by Mr. Merrill at the bridge.
The plan of remodeling the Waverly
hall building on Main street into a
picture theatre has been abandoned.
The new theatre at the bridge will be
run as one of the chain of
picture
houses of the Eastern Theatres Co.,
as
originally contemplated for the
new
Dirigo theatre. Ellsworth is
assured one good picture house, and
good pictures.

i

*

The

coming

Coy officiating.

; "ESS &£££?£&No. :U]

What Makes a Bank
Grow?

requested to bring sandwiches,

etc., to provide supper at 6.30.
Hot
coffee will be served by the ladies in
Music
and
will
charge.
comgames
plete the evening.
Augusta W., widow of Daniel G.
Card, died Monday at her home on
High street, aged thirty-eight years.
She leaves two sons, Harry and
Robert.
The funeral was held this
afternoon at the home of her sister,
Mrs. Charles O. Wormell, Rev, J. E.

1920.

fN/lAllSI STREET

and Automobile Insurance
Representing

The

Equl

able Fire and IV1
OF

arine

Insurance Co

HARTFORD, CONN.

WOOLENS
Save money by buying dress material and coatings direct from factory.
Write for samples, and state garment
planned. F. A. PACKARD, Box 35,
Camden, Maine.

PUBLIC AUTO
D. E. Linnehan
Telephone 117,

or

leave

calls at “Tumble Inn.”

«

South Hancock.
MUTUAL BENEFIT COLUMN.
Frank Shaw of Prospect Harbor
Edited by “Aunt Madge.”
has been visiting his daughter, Mrs.
A. H. Colwell.
MOTTO:—HELPFUL AND HOPEFUL.
Mrs. Bliss Kinnear has returned to
Everett. Mass.
The purposes of this column are
Mrs. Mabelle Bunker left Friday succinctly stated in the title and motto
—it is for the mutual benefit, and aims
j
Mass.
for Billerica.
to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for
"Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Homer are re- the common good it Is for the common
use—a public servant, a purveyor of
ceiving congratulations on the birth information
and ruggestions. a medium
of a daughter, born Sept. 11.
for the interchange of Ideas, in this caMrs. Alice McFarland of Salisbury pacity it solicits communications, and
Cove is at the home of her brother, Its success depends large'*? on the support given it in this respect.
ComB. R. Homer.
munlcations must be signed, but the
Miss Gabrielle Wooster is home j name of writer will not be printed exby permission. Communications
from Seal Harbor, where she has cept
will be subject to approval or rejection
She will go to Ban- j by the editor of the
been employed.
column, but none
will be rejected without good reason.
gor to attend school.
Address
all
communications
to The
W.
Sept. 13.
---

»
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Dear

;

(GRANULES)

E2L INDIGESTION
Dissolve instantly on tonfue
or in water- hot or cold; do
not have to crush.

QUICK RELIEF!
ALSO IN TABLET FORM FOR THOSE
WHO PREFER THEM.
MAOS BY SCOTT * BOWNE

MAKERS OF

SCOTT'S EMULSION

u

Aunt

"buttes." as they call them In the
West.
These bluffs are orange and red
in color, and when the sun strikes them
or

they

beautiful.
In South Dakota
we crossed the Missouri rive-, where a
stately bridge, one of the wonders of
the bridge-building science, carries the
train across into what w'as. until recently. the Standing Rock Indian reservation. and Is now a rapidly-growing
agricultural
that
country
extends

that a generation ago was supposed to
be valueless for crops, but now known
to be of extraordinary fertility.
In these states we find the flat
prairie lands w’here there is “the silence
that is of the starry skies, the
sleep
that is of the lonely hills."
The houses
were miles apart in some
sections, and

O.

of

the

great

loneliness

were

on

attached to the great
motors -King of the Rails.”
they are called, because they are the
largest and heaviest type of motive
power in existence.
Free from Jerk or
jar. the train rises on the mountain
w*as

electric

EATONIC is the beet remedy. Tens of thousand* wonderfully benefited. Positively guaranteed to please or we will refund money
Call and get a big box today. You will sea.

a.

thought

when the snow was piled high about
the houses and the coyotes howled outside the corrals.
The winters of 1919
and 1920 were very severe in
Montana,
and many cattle perished in the cold
and snow.
We saw many skeletons
along the track.
In Harlowton. Montana, the train
we

Acid-Stomach

are

through North Dakota and eastern
Montana, with its wonderful story of
development since this railroad penetrated those states—wonderful pictures
of new homes and farming on land

we

Instantly relieves Heartburn. Bloated Gaaey
Feeling. Stops indigestion, food souring, repeating. and all the cany miseries caused by

HOOKE, 58 MAIN Mt,
Kli*worth, Maine

and

such

a

hear.

g down feeling that I could not
stand on
my feet.
I also had other disI n

tressing symptoms.
At times I had to
give up work. I

tried a number of
remedies but Lydia
E. l’inkham’s Vegetable Compound did
me

more

good than

regular, do not suffer the pains I used
| to, keep house and do ail my work. I
recommend your medicine to ail who
a broad expanse, with lofty bluffs linsuffer as I did and you may use my leting its shores. Indian tradition tells ter as
you like.”—Mrs. Minnie Mitchof a lovelorn daughter of a great chief
ell, Harrington, Me.
who threw herself over a high cliff
There are many women who suffer as
which marks a bald headland that has
Mrs. Mitchell did and who are being beneever since been called Malden Rock.
fited by this great medicine every day.
Between the twin cities of 8t. Paul
It has helped thousands of women who
and Minneapolis in Minnesota, close by
have been troubled with displacements,

of wheat were growing and shimmering in the sun. and there were great
piles of coal at all the railroad stations.
Minnesota has many soft-coal mines.
The Dakotas came next, and in these
states be found long ranges of bluffs,

FATONIC

.Ml..

Madge:—

sented. too.
Its large buildings and
tanks were scattered along the railway in many places.
We also saw
rich farming lands with many cattle
and hogs in the pastures.
Great fields

^m^WYOUTTsroMACrt-s stiin

■■■

We passed northwesterly across Wisconsin and followed up the old Indian
trail to the Mississippi river, crossing
which, the road keeps to the river bank
for many miles, as rarely beautiful as
the famous ride down the Hudson.
At
Lake Pepin the river spreads out into

picturesque boulevard drive, are
Minnehaha Falls—the land of Hiawatha.
This is the center of a region of
enchantment, rich in the charm and
romance of Indian legend and famed
for the beauty of its scenery.
We saw
many large flour mills in all of the
cities we passed through in Minnesota
The Standard Oil Co. was well repre-

After you eat—always take

Harrington, Me.—“I suffered with
backache, pains through my hips
I

Me.

a

43EZ333El9Du9IIH
^MlJORFOHAKaACT^^

You Can Be Free from Pain
aa I Am, if You Do aa I Did.

---—..
....
-------—-
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Ki-HOIDS

Ellsworth.

SICK WOMEN
HEAR ME

grade

as

smoothly

a bird wings its
splendid mountain
scenery unrolls, unobscured by smoke

flight,

while

as

the

inflammation, ulceration, irregularities,

pains, backache, that bearing
Seriodicfeeling,
indigestion, and
own

nervous

prostration.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s. Vegetable Compound contains no narcotics or harmful
drugs. It is made from extracts of
and herbs and is a safe medium
for women.
If vou need
special advice
write Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.

roots

(confidential), Lynn, Mass.

Electric motive power is
crossing three ranges of
mountains—the
Beets,
the
Rockies
and the Bitter Roots, and
shortly will
include the Cascades in Washington.
or

cinders.
used in

now

I haven’t time to describe the
tains in this letter, so will
say
bye for this time.

moun-

good-

'Ford.''

This letter of ’’Ford’s” would have
had a place in the column three
weeks ago but for the reports of the
annual reunion which it seemed best
to use right away after the gathering. We hope “Ford” will continue
to entertain us with her
descriptions
of her western trip.
•

•

•

Tenant’s Harbor. Me., Sept. 1. 1920.
Mutual Benefit Column:—
I wonder if any member of the column
knows anyone who weaves rag
the
carpeting? If
address
of
the
weaver will be sent to me. I will return
postage and return the favor In any
way I can.
So far I have had lots of help from
the column in many different ways.
I

always turn to it the first thing. The
regular contributors seem like personal
friends, and “Aunt Madge" seems the
type of big-hearted woman that a personal friend of mine is.
Not a word
of reproach from her when she is left
to fill the column alone, and she
always
fills It Jn such a worth-while way.
So often a letter from some helpful
soul is an inspiration, and then I
think of helpful things that I might
add. which I resolve to do at a convenient season, but the many duties of
♦ ach
day so far have crowded out the
fulfilment of the intention.
Haven’t we been blessed with beautiful days since that depressing week
of fog?
Beauty In all its fullness

everywhere,
make

so

summer

much,

so

vacation

very much, to
time the real

“How’s the cake coming?” Everybody’s interested. You want to know that it’s coming right and you test it time and again
That’s the way we make sure of

rest that is needed to prepare for the
work of the coming months.
I wonder how many of the country
people get the best out of It? So very
And
the
many
warm
weather
the
busiest time of the year.
So often
work crowd* out all that is restful and
helpful. I* It because plans are not

Somef:: lys
in Iuck |

wisely made, or is it that there is too
little of the long look ahead?
Do not true restfulness and the wise
use of time depend on earnest
looking
to our heavenly Father for guidance?
Personally, so many hard places have
been made smooth for me, and so many

this

Is it You ?

seemingly

impossible barriers have
been removed by going to Him for
help, that when I see overworked and
hopeless seeming conditions of life. 1
feel sure that the loving help and care
that have so often met my wants have
not been sought.
He is so abundantly able to supply
all our needs.
Surely a need in every
life is to get rest enough tc be able to
And a little time, at least.
«*vory day to
enjoy life.

You will find that the service of
T and K Tea in your home makes
the meal so much more enjoyable,
T and K Tea ia so good—«o
popular
—almost alldealers hereabouts sell it.
Ask for T and K Tea.

I

rESSJjJLi

Sullivan Harbor.
A pretty wedding took place at the
home of Mr*. Charles H. Allen Tuesday afternoon. Sept. 7, when her
daughter Huth became the bride of
Elwood Morton Wilbur of Sorrento.
Rev. H
H. Saunderson of Boston
officiated, and the double ring service
was used.
Sweet peas, golden glow,
phlox and hydrangea were effectively
used
for
decoration. The bride
looked charming in white georgette
crepe over white silk, trimmed with
silver beading and she wore a corsage
bouquet of pink and white roses.
Many useful and
beautiful
gifts
showed the popularity of the bridal
couple. Only the immediate families
of the bride and groom were present.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur left on the
afternoon train for Seattle, Wash.,
where, for the present,
they will
make their home.
Mr. Wilbur Is instructor in the State university.
A
host of friends extend best wishes.
Miss Jeanette Clark is home from
York Beach.
Phillips Eaton and family and Dr.
Fred Bridgham recently spent a few
days at Wilson pond. Oreenville.
Dr. Henry Hawkins and wife of
Boston have been in town recently.
Mrs. Josephine Preble Is spending a
few days with her son in Bangor.
Mrs. Oliver Colburn and daughter
have returned to Waltham, Mass.
Roscoe P. Noyes and family have
been visiting his father, Nathaniel

Noyes.

We test it at every stage of its making—several times an hour.
We make absolutely certain of its
uniform quality and purity.
Because we have thus made sure of
the quality of the flour, you can be
sure of the quality of your baking.

grocer.

your flour.
and be sure.

on

WilliamiTell,

Tell your

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

^

Post

Toasties
sell faster
and eat better
than any com
flakes made d

Mad.
n

W

Vy

Postum Cereal Co.Inc.. Battle Creek,Mich

Mrs. Ida Boynton will spend the
winter in Orono with her son. who
enters the University of Maine.
Dr. Fred Bridgham has returned to
Houlton.
Nathan Lincoln and family have
returned to Cambridge, Mass.
Rev. Ralph Connor and wife have
returned to Marlboro. Mass.
Miss Frances Joy has returned to

M

11

1

11

11

M

ri

r—

/pie Demand
Increasing
for

Bangor.

Postum

Fred Neale and family returned
Monday to Woodland. Mrs. Neale's
mother. Mrs. Frank Carleton, will
spend the winter with them.
Fred Simpson and wife were re-

Cereal

cent

guests at H. L. Cleaves’.
Miss Pratt of Dover
is
teaching
here.
D. L. Perry and family of Sorrento
were
recent
guests
of
William
Southard and wife.
Miss Nellie Abbott, who accompanied Fred Simpson and wife from
Massachusetts, was called to New
Hampshire by the sudden death of
her brother-in-law, Charles Lynam.
Russell Walters and wife have returned to Upper Montclair, N. J.
Theodore Jewell and family have
returned to Newton, Mass.
Miss Charlene Wilson of Boston Is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles
Allen.
Miss Sadie Haley of Orono was a
recent guest of Mrs. Allen.
Sept. 13.
H.

shows the favor this table
drink is constantly
gaining

because of its rich taste
and economy.
Boil Postum Cereal
fully

twenty minutes
have

—~

hurt in Postum.

Ernest K. Withee of Swan's Island
and Miss Norah E. Billings of Little
Deer Isle were married by Rev. Roy
Graffam at Atlantic.
Mr.
Withee
has recently returned to the island
on
account
of the
illness of his
mother.
He has been
serving as
second assistant
on
engineer
the

Crart-Rownle

and you

flavor similar to the
highest grade coffee, but
there’s no coffee
a

It is pure and

wholesome!

running

Made by Postum Cereal Co,Inc.
Battle Creek,Mich.
!*“.
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You will find that WILLIAM TELL
will give a deliciohs flavor and a uniform goodness to all your baking.

Don’t take chances

^

_____^

■_U-l

Kittery.

coastwise.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tainter have
been visiting in Atlantic.
Mrs. Alvah Smith and children of
Rockland are visiting at Old Harbor
while her husband is in Boston.
Beatrice
Stockbridge,
Maynard
Staples, Oscar Johnson, Luella Joyce
and Myrtle Joyce have gone to Rockland to attend high school.
Mrs. Edith Staples has gone to
Rockland.
Capt. Emery Joyce is in Stonington
dissecting a large apartment
house and salvaging the lumber that
it may be used for new
buildings.
Forrest Staples of Rockland has
spent the week here visiting his par-

If you would know the difference
better flour will make in your baking, just tell your grocer—WILLIAM
TELL,

■■

Miss Irene Connors is teaching in

steumer

a

T -MU-''

"Insula.”

.llKIUUt',

FLOUR

!

i
'a

Cordially.
We are very glad of this letter
from “Insula.’* and hope some one
will furnish her with the address desired.
I am sure her words of trust
and faith will be a comfort and a
help to many, because they come
from personal experience.
We all thank S. J. Y. for her good
repcA-t of the reunion.
I have seen
with pleasure a number of our family since we were together that day.
“Aunt Madge."

-o-

William Tell

evening \

&

WHITNEY

Willard Norwood has gone to Augusta.
William Stockbridge and family
have moved Into the Barbour
house,
recently occupied by the Livingstons
and Montagues.
Henry Seager and family are soon
to move into the house
formerly occupied by Levi Torrey, at Mackerel
Cove.
An opportunity awaits the enterprising individual who will operate
a ferry capable of
transporting automobiles and passengers between Atlantic and McKinley.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
Stanley and
their two sons, with Harold
Stanley,
wife and child, have been
visiting
here.
Sept. 13.
Q
-o-

Subscribe for The American
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delightful aroma, rich body and
exquisiio flavor that makes a
cup of good coSee more to be
desired than riches—at breakfast.
For similar enjoyment

a

SUPERRA TEAS AT EVENTIDE
Your dealer can supplyT

Ty

MILLIKEN, TOMLINSON CO..
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benefits'

rich

There is not a single reason
why you should deny yourself
the benefits of rich, nourishing

Scott’s Emulsion

Far better than alcoholic
tonics or medicines, every
drop of Scoff’* contribute®
to strength and better health.
•icon

fc

N.

P
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West Franklin.
j w. Hastings and family of Banweek-end
guests at E. W.
gor" ere

Hastings’.

Mrs. Julia Wilson of \ Inalhaven Is
visiting here.
Earl Young and John Hardy of
Lynu. Mass., and Hallie Young of
Bangor, were guests of Mr*. B. 8.
Scammon last week.
Mrs Julia Hutchins and Mr*. Ella
Bradbury are ill.
Mrs. Charles Goodwin and Mrs.
are
P»r*low
rlaltlng at
William
Mount Desert and Thomaston.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Emery
Friends of
Smith regret to learn of their imhealth.
paired
The Grand Army picnic at Hardison's grove on Labor day was the
picnic held
most largely attended
Addresses
years.
were
there for
given by Rev. George Brooks and
S
Scammon.
The
8.
solo.
Sunt.
••Marching Through Georgia,-’ rendered by Comrade Eben Smith, was

greatly applauded.
Mr. and Mrs.
sisters, of
lust week.

two

Manley McPhee and
Waterville. were in

town

Butler, engineer on
Eugene
u
lightship n-»a; Portland. 1* at home
on his furlough.
Lloyd Bonham Is at home from
Northeast Harbor.
With the beginning this week of
high school, all schools In town are
In s< s Ion w ith the following teachHigh school, principal. Harold
ers
While of Watervllle: assistant. Corn
Jordan of Seal Harbor; commercial.
Mildred Coombs of Bangor,
Village
Mrs
Nancy
Smith;
grammar
Miss
Lola
West
Dyer.
primary.
Nellie Dyer.
Franklin. Mrs
East
FrankPn. Mrs. Walter Hanna. South
Beechiund. EsBuy- Vida Cousins.
telia Dyer Egypt. Annie Dyer. Ryefield. Minnie Jordan.
The lady Forresters enjoyed their
annual ride Saturday, going to Petit
Menan Point.
There were nineteen
Ir, the party.
Sept. 13.
"Echo."
-o-Seal Core.

Mr. and Mrs. E. L. McLean and
children returned to Augusta MonMrs. McLean's mother. Mrs J.
day
S Powers, accompanied them.
Miss Avis
Ashley, who spent a
week with her grandparents. Roland
B Ashley and wife, returned home

Tuesday.
Roger Higgins and wife. Delmont
Morphy and wife, Miss Mildred Trim.
Earle Murphy and Mr. Barlowe. all of
Trenton were guests at James A.
Gray’s. Center. Sunday.
Recent out-of-town visitors were
Dr and Mrs.' R. M. Bickford. Miss
Louise Bickford and Mr. Gilley, of
Rockland, and Capt. W. S. Rowe and
wife of Swan's Island.
The exceedingly hot dry weather
during the latter part of August,
seared the leaves of birches and some
other hard wood trees on the mountain lots especially; the trees look as
if the hand of autumn had touched
them.
The tints vary, gome tan and
others brown, and are beautiful.
A
small worm
is also
ravaging the

birches.
Sept. 10.

N.

STANDARD THE WORLD NEEDS
High Moral Example Set
by Robert
Loula Stevenson Well
Worth
Living Up To.
Robert

Louis Stevenson, refusing to
tske nil thnt was
offered him for a
poem he did not think bis
best, wrote:
n‘>t llve m|ioh to God
and honor,
,
but 1 win not
willfully turn my back
on both."
In the modest words
lies deep the
only standard by which a man can
bopf to satisfy himself with his life
It Is a standard the
world today sort*
nee,ls- We bear of unrest and
shall
lei.r of |,.
Why not. with so many
men and women
to
live up to
trying
a
standard set by someone else?
If
they succeed, there is no happiness in
it. for It has no sanction
from their

!f

own

hearts.

Tiie man we count
successful in
material affairs and
exj>ect to find
happy is never one who has reached
n certain place.
But when a man
lias set a mark for himself in
possessions and has
kept that mark in view
until he reached it. we call him successful.
It may have been a $10,000
home; it may have been one million
dollars. But it was his own goal.
It is not less true of his Inner life.
W e do not
exjiect much of a man who
lias no standard for himself of
right
and wrong.
And he cannot claim any
right to contentment If his only moral standard is the law, he earns
only
the minimum of satisfaction. Stevenson, refusing money which he needed
because he thought he had not earned It. is n thousand times more to be
envied than the man who takes a hundred or a million dollars he has not
earned, because no law will punish
him.—Milwaukee Journal.
——-

u

TO EXTERMINATE CROP PESTS
Scientist Plans to Use Flame Thrower*
and Other Methods to Destroy Enemies.
In IMIS nnd 1010 the territory near
the delta of the Rhone Buffered greatly
from warm* of the Morocco cricket,
"hich multiplied so excessively as to
he of great Injury to the crops.
At a
recent meeting of th»* French Academy
f Sciences a report was made by M
Vaysslere on the use of the “flame
throwers.” employed In the war for
throwing liquid fire, to exterminate
these pests.
With an apparatus holding about twelve liters of petroleum an
extent of 200 square meters can he so
thoroughly swept with flames as to kill
nil the Insects.
Asphyxiating gases
had but little effect but applications
of powered chloroplerln were much
more
While vegetation
satisfactory.
* offered
somewhat the effects were
only temporary. Lastly. M. Vaysslere
made use of poisoned halt with n basis
of arsenic like that employed In Italy
and In the United States and obtained
good results.
He proposes to utilize
nil
three methods—first
the flame
throwers to exterminate the hordes of
young larvae In all cases where their
us** does not Involve danger of Are;
secondly, chloroplerln powder where
the flame throwers would be dangerous; and thirdly poisoned halt in Irrigated meadows where no cattle are

pastured.
-o-

"Safety First” Better Known.
Today “safety first" Is one of the
most common expressions in the English language. Every one knows what
it means and the principles It stands

for.
< aPl William F. Jordan of
yacht
Marion spent Sunday with his family
here.
i
East Orland.
Miss Edith West of Bar Harbor is
Mr. and Mrs.
Domlncovltch and
▼'siting at F. W. West's.
H. S. Coombs, employed in Bath, daughter Ruth, who have been at
Mill Brook Inn. left
Saturday byspent Labor day at home.
auto for their home in Germantown,
Miss Alible Hutchins of Bar HarHa.
bor and Miss Grace Keene of
Lynn.
H. A. Snow left Saturday for a
Mass., have been visiting .Mr. and
week's visit in Philadelphia.
Mrs Howard
Hodgkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Snow of CamSept. 13.
s
den visited his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
-oGeorge Snow. Sunday.
Partridge Cove.
Harold Parker left
Monday for
_.Mr- Henry of Bangor is boarding at New Brunswick to spend
his vacaCharles Thompson's.
tion
with
his
family.
1 red Springer has
to
gone
Bangor
A. M. Forsyth is at home, having
to work.
John McDonald, wife and daugh- resigned his position with Capt.
Charles Saunders.
,.r- ot " oreester. Mass., visited Mrs.
Mrs. Willard Barrett and two chil-Mile McDonald last week.
dren left Saturday for Orono. after
syivia McDonald, Beatrice Burkthe
summer at the home of Abble
hart
Berle Springer and Dorothy
Wardwell.
Mrs. Barrett's mother.
toung are attending Ellsworth high
Mrs. E. L. Piokering. accompanied
school.
her.
S*'" '3.
“Hubbard."
Mill Brook Inn closed Saturday.
-o———
Mrs. Dora Ingalls Is visiting her
liar Harbor.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Dunbar.
Mrs. James DeRocher has gone to
George A. Sproul, for many years
i
tne grocery business
here, died New Hampshire for surgical treata
She was accompanied by Mr.
uraay. at the age of seventy-five ment.
ars.
DeRocher.
|eaves a wj^ow and one
'on, Ensign Merrill
Sproul, V. S. N.
Sept. 13.
M.

After

Thorough Trial

a

Detroit,

Mich., Man Endorses Pe-ru-na
following letter written
"PE-RU-NA has done wonders
;rom Detroit, Michigan is no snap and to me is worth its weight in

If

judgment expressed
*'■

on

the merits ffold.

1

re-ru-na, the well-

knowncatarrh remedy,

nhnll

(•nnfinno

PE-RU-NA
S

as

f <-»

noa

long

as

I live and recommend
A to my friends who are
troubled with catarrh."
a full year's trial.
Nothing can be more
This is the way Mr.
convincing than an enMichael Fako of 906
dorsement ol this nahast Palmer Avenue,
ture from an actual
m the
Michigan Metrouser.
There are many
polis, Writes: “After
people in every comusing PE-RU-NA for
whose experimunity
about one year will say
,in using Pe-ru-na.
t have
found it a very
has been identical with
good medicine for eaMr. Fako’s. It is the
tarrh. Jt has helped
standby for coughs,
ucai nuu *
corns, catai-rn, stomaen
am
very well satisfied. I have and bowel disorders and all cagained in weight, eat and sleep tarrhal conditions,
"<■11, my bowels are regular and
Put up in both tablet and liquid
'etter color in
form. Soid EVERYWHERE.
my face
hut rather a mature,
*“her opinion formed

aftfr
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Brooklin.
Miss Adele McFarland of Somerville. Mass., is visiting her mother
Mrs. Edna McFarland.
Miss Emma Tibbetts of Washing!
ton. D. C., is at Haven for a few
weeks.
Mrs.
James
Corbin
and
little
daughter and Miss Pepperell of Lext Copyright, 1920, Western Newspaper Union.)
ington, Mass., who have been at Mrs.
Edna McFarland's two
As Rodney looked down at his sisreweeks,
ter’s friend, she reminded him some- turned home Monday.
Mrs. George Hagerthy of Bar Harway, of certain yellow fringed flowers
bor was in town Tuesday in the interhe had picked In his boyhood.
Her est
of the republican county commitdark eyes glancing shyly beneath a
tee.
The town committee is comfringe of golden hair, reminded him
posed of Mrs. Alice Stanley, chairof iiie flowers, too. Also, there was
man: Miss Musa B. Dollard. secrea
certain
freshness about the girl tary; Mrs; Lizzie J. Cole. Mrs. Clara
Gott and Mrs. Lena Bowden.
that made one, think of country fields
Mrs. Mary
Gott died
—and almpl.clfy.
Thursday
afternoon, after a long illness.
Her
“Introduce her to the boys. Rod,"
in
the
presence
home
will
be
greatly
sister begged, “and back her up If she
as all her interests seemed
missed,
seems overwhelmed.
I want her to
to be centered around her children
have one grand time.” Rod frowned
and grandchildren.
She leaves two
now over the difficulty of his charge.
daughters. Mrs. Augustus Strang of
Since Gwendolen had introduced him,
Chevy Chase. Md., and Mrs. Manton
the girl appeared possessed of a painGray of Brooklin, and one son,
ful shyness In his company while his
George F. Gott, of Brooklin. Services
were held at
merriest conversation, drew from her
the
home
Saturday
afternoon.
Interment was at Brookmere monosyllables.
lin.
There
were
beautiful
many
Tonight the rest of the fellows were flowers.
coining for one of Gwen’s week-end
Mrs. Frank Barnes of Lynn, Mass.,
parties, and he hoped that Susan and Mrs. Lettie Smith
of Providence,
might not prove os difficult in their#* R. I., who have been
visiting Mrs.
as
she
had
in
And
his.
companionship,
Roland Carter, have returned home.
as he frowned down
Susan
Isaac Chase and family, who have
upon her,
glanced up with one of her unexpect- been visiting Mrs. Chase's brother,
ed smiles—a smile that made her real- Fred
Stewart, have returned to
Providence.
ly pretty. Roil thought.
Samuel Eaton of Lamoine, who has
“I wish,” she sold wistfully, "that
been visiting his nephew, Owen L.
Gwen would not try to make me have
Five, has returned home.
a good time.
I wish—that while the
Miss Ri)th Kane, employed in Portothers are dancing add all that, Gwen
land, is visiting her parents. Eugene
would just leave me to myself.
I
Kane and wife.
don’t want people to,be made to dance
A. D. Call and family, who have
been at their cottage at Fiye Point,
with me, or take me to supper, or do
have returned to Washington, D. C.
anything they don’t care to do.”
Schools began to-day, with the folRodney’s frown gave place to a tenteachers:
lowing
High school, Mr.
der little smile. So this was the’ reaUrann. of Hancock, principal; Miss
son of Susan’s silence and diffidence.
Pendleton, of Islesboro. assistant.
She was not popular as other girls Miss Ada
Herrick, grammar; Miss
were.
“Probably,” so Rod thought Myrrick. primary; Miss Ethel Lord,
“whe
has
had
no
of
compassionately,
opSurry, North Brooklin;
Miss
portunity to mix in young society, the Florence Bracy. of Sedgwick, West
Brooklin;
Miss
of
men
And
Gaynell
young
society
especially.
Bridges. Nasshe feels her disadvantage.” The tel- keag.
Miss Evelyn Gray has gone to Binghe
called
before
frame
a
could
ephone
ham to teach.
suitable reply, and he hastened to anMrs. T. C. Stanley spent the weekswer.
It was one of the fellows speakend in Bangor.
for
the
had
ing
arrived.
rest—they
Lawrence Lurvey. employed at
"Same crowd of girls out with us Rockland, spent last week at home.
as usual.” Rill Town said.
There was
"Une Femme."
Sept. 13.
vague
disappointment In his tone.
Otis.
Then Rod had his Inspiration. To
Mrs. A. G. Morrison does not wish
this young crowd, who since school
undeserved
credit.
In the report of
days had gone about to the same af- the
Morrison reunion last week, she
fairs together, a new face was ever
was credited with serving the dinner,
an
Innovation, an incentive to Inter- but she wishes The American to
say
est.
It was a picnic dinner.
A certain popular girl whom Gwen
-obrought home last year, had been, as MRS. NELLIE WOODSFORD
she glowingly told her friends upon
SPEAKS TO MOTHERS
her return. “Just gloriously rushed to
East Boston.—At 23 Lamson St.. Mrs
death.”

I-r

If Rod could now convey the same
Idea of Susan’s popularity, he knew
that she need have no lack of invitations.
Gwen wanted Susan to have
“one grand time."
Well, he’d try
for It.
“Gwen has another friend visiting
her.” he told BUI Town, “regular black
eyed Susan. There will be some competition among yon hoys—I guess!
And put your best manners on—little
Susan's mighty particular.”
“That ought to start things,” Rod ruminated. as he made his way back to
the veranda with a word of comfort
for the girl whose wistful voice still
echoed In his ears. It did start things.
Gwen's friend, sitting poised as though
ready for flight on the edge of a chair,
was Immediately surrounded that evening by an eager circle of good look.
Ing young men. whom Rodney and
his sister had conscientiously in turn
brought to he presented. Susan gazing at first resolutely down at the yellow ruffles of her muslin dress, raised
her black eyes at last bravely, then with
fleeting glnnces she viewed her cavaliers.
It was Bill Town who succeded In carrying the new girl off to
shipper, while Cameron West impatiently awaited a promised promenade
with her on the wide veranda.
“What Is It about that girl that’s so
taking.” he asked Rod wonderingly.
"She Isn’t a beauty though her yellow
hair and black eye* are different. And
she don’t try to please a fellow, though
you keep on talking hoping to hold
When I concluded a
her Interest.
brilliant invention concerning myself,
she asked coolly where ‘you’ were, and
would I get ’you' to play something on
the piano."
Rod In the doorway smiled grimly.
It was queer how those fellows elbowed each other to get first place
with Susan because of the cue he had
given.
Rod broke off impatiently his meditation. and walked over to take his
place at the girl's side.
"You seem.” he said coldly, “to be
having a good time."
Susan stared perplexed.
“You wanted me to, didn't you?"
she anxiously asked.
"Of course. I wanted you to have a
good time.” Rod answered grudgingly.
“I planned It ftiat way. I happen to
know these fellows. Tell them a girl’s
popular and they'll all fight for first

Nellie Woodsford and her children now
"live happy and grateful'' to tlie kind
neighbor who rec ommended Dr. True's
Elixir to them.
Mrs. Woodsford says"My bowels were out of order and mv
breath was had
I was shaky all over.
I had terrible headaches and it seemed
I had suffered years before vour Dr.
True's
Elixir
was
brought to me. I
After a short time I was myself again
my bowels were all right and I'm full
of gratitude."
"It may interest you to
know that once
since
my
youngest
child was terribly sick and it was a
serious case.
We all have your Elixir
to thunk for relieving her of stomach
worms."
Dr. True's Elixir, the Family Laxative and Worm Expeller has done wonders for children and grown-ups since
1851.
Pleasant to take, mild In action.
-0-
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We’re Interested in Overalls.
A full-dress uniform for an English
cabinet minister Is said to cost from

$1,200

to

$1,500.

war
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Butter

Paper Printed

At

The American Office
Best quality Red Lion
water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with
especially-made butter paper ink to comply
P 7
with new law. There is cheaper
paper on the market; none better.

Price,

including paper and special
500 sheets pound size,

1000

“

printing:
$9 75
4.50

“

“

Subscribe for The American
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CAMELS completelycigarette
you’ll
sires

they

de-

so

were

agree
made to meet your taste!

Unique flavor, fragrance and meldue to Camels quality and expert blend of choice Turk-

low-mild-body

ish and choice Domestic tobaccos
are a revelation! You will
prefer the
Camel blend to either kind of tobacco
smoked straight!

place.”

•'So you told them," Susan said,
“that I was popular?"
She ruffled the aureole of her hair,
and gave him a black eyed glance.
“You must be pleased then with the
success of your plan.”
"I'm not.” Rod answered.
“You see, I’ve been finding out tonight that I don't want anyone to
take care of you—hut myself."
Susan laughed softly.
“That." she said frankly, “was exactly the arrangement I hoped for
when I tried to win your sympathy.”

package

With Camels you can go the limit
without tiring your taste. They
leave no unpleasant cigaretty after-

taste;

no

To get

a

line

why Camels win
completely compare them
puff-for-puff with any cigarette in
the world at any price. You’ll
prefer quality to coupons or premiums!
you

Camels a re mold every when
in scientifically sealed packagei
of 20 cigarettes; or ten pack
ages {200 cigarettes)in a glass
ine-paper covered carton. W«
strongly recommend thii
carton lbr the home or offict
•upply or when you traeel.

unpleasant cigaretty odor!
on

so

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.,
Wiruton-Salem, N. C.
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Maine, thirty-fourth state in population ten years ago, has been outin the last decade by Oregon,
which was tbirty-tifth state.
Maine's
present population announced by the
census bureau, is
"67.996. an
increase of 25,625 or 3.5 per cent, over
grown

1910.
Maine’s Anstyer.
Maine has given its answer on the
’‘solemn referendum" invoked by
President
Wilson.
The
answer
should give solemn thought to the
egotist of the White House, but he
will not hear.
The campaign in Maine was fought
largely on national issues, in which
the League of Nations
played no
small part, for the leaders of both

parties realize that the results in
Maine exert no small influence on the
Presidential election to follow.
And
the message from Maine is the most
inspiring

sent

forth to the nation for

republican majority for govlarger than ever before recorded n the history of the State,
and four Congressmen returned by
-splendidly increased pluralities.
Congressman Peters in the third
years—a
ernor

district also establishes
his

a ne

CONGRESSMAN JOHN A. PETERS.
with a plurality cf nearly 21.000.

Re-elected for fifth time

wrecord.

plurality

mounting to above
It is splendid endorsement

20,000.
.of efficient service.
uo^

ernor-eiect

statement

issued

Parfchurst.

Monday

in

a

evening

MR.

when the result of the election beapparent, said:

came

Roosevelt, the secretary of the navy.
Daniels. Mr. McAdoo. and other
figures, the result must be accepted throughout the country as givln= most conclusive evidence that the

Mr.

national

inters of Maine resent the autocratic
And un-American administration that
the democrats have given us during
the past seven years.
It is equally an
endorsement of Harding and Coolidge.
who will be elected in November by a
decisive majority.

BLl'EHILL FAIR.
Rain

The reMaine has pointed the way.
sult gives the greatest reassurance to
all well-wishers of the government, regardless of past party affiliations. The
N'c-rth Star of the Union remains un-

continues American.
dimmed.
Maine
T. is overwhelming republican victory
deevidences
the
ur.inistakably
moralization of the democratic organization. the repudiation of the administration of their leader. Woodrow Wilson. and the complete condemnation of
of
Candidate
conduct
the campaign
The women, too, have demonCox.
in
this
strated their
dependability
crisis.
It means much for the welfare
of the

republic.
And Warren G. Harding, republican candidate for President, sees in
the result in Maine “reassurance that
the American people mean to return
to representative government under
the constitution through the agency
of the republican party, aiui that
Maine takes the lead in declaring for
America unmortgaged to the old
world but still ready to serve humanity as American conscience impels.”
-o-

From Governor Coolidge.
Boston, Mass.. Sept, 14. 1920.
Hon. John A. Peters, Ellsworth. Me.:
Please accept my congratulations on
a victory which means prosperity for
America and the promotion -of the
peace of the world.
Calvin Coolidge.

Mariaville.
Hollis Carter visited his old home
here Sunday, accompanied by Frank
Gerry of Bangor.
Mrs. Effie Dinsmore of Eastbrook
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Addie Carr.
Rev. Mr. Hammond of Lewiston, a
former pastor here, visited at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Frost

recently.
a

car.

Farmers are digging their potatoes,
and report a good sound crop.
F.
Sept. 13.

I>t»v\Ti

Thursday

bvt

Attendantv,
a

Big Bay.
the

Hancock
Congressman Peters, interviewed County Agricultural society at Mounby a representative of The American, tain park. Biuehill. was pulled off
acknowledged the important part Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of
played in the election by the women, i last week. In wpite of rain, which
and
paid
graceful tribute to the caused the setting ahead of the fair
women who voted, but he sees in the
one day. and
none
too
pleasant
astonishing republican majorities, an weather on Wednesday and Friday,
anderground and irresistible sweep of there was a good attendance, over
republicanism. He said:
4.000 being on the grounds ThursThe significance of the extraordinary
day.
results of this election in the State and
j The ball exhibits were of the usual
in the
third
congressional district, excellence, that of the boys’ anti girls’
the
comprising
counties
of agricultural clubs
great
being especially atKennebec, Somerset. Washington. Han- tractive.
cock and Waldo, cannot be fully apHorse racing and
baseball
furpreciated without aoting the following nished
the
principal amusements
facts:
each day.
The horse racing was
The average republican majority in
tame, all but one race being taken In
the State for the last ten years has
straight heats. W. S. Malcolm came
been about 2000.
In
the
last
five
down from Augusta with his string
State
elections
the democrats
have
and captured five of the six races,
carried the State twice.
The majority
every one in which he started, in
for governor in 1918 was
5500.
The
tact
He took a race each day with
majority for governor this year ap- his bay gelding Sunshine,
by justice
pears to be 65.000. never equalled and
Brook, and only had to go to 2.24 to
hardly approached in the history of do it.
the State.
A thrill was furnished in the third
When I was first elected in 1913, my
heat of the 2.35 class on Friday, by a
increased
majority was 500. It
by nasty spill.
Saunders, driving Harry
gradual steps to 5500 in 1918. It ap- J.. attempted to pass
Evelyn T.. Snowpears now to be over 26,000.
The
sulkies came together
driving.
The issues talked in this campaign
and a wheel was torn off Snow's rig.
were almost exclusively national issues.
Both
drivers
were
but
thrown,
Mr.
Pattangall. who furnishes the neither of the men or the horses was
brains *for the democratic party, camhurt.
Saunders kept the reins and
paigned diligently and talked almost finished the heat.
entirely of the Reague of Nations, only
Following is a summary of the
throwing a little mud at the candidate races:
for governor on the side.
The democrats, instead of letting the
State go by default, made a vigorous
effort by sending here some of their

biggest

guns.
McAdoo.
including
Franklin Roosevelt, Bainbridge Colby,
Bourke Cochran. Cummings. Secretary
Daniels. Antoinette Funk and others.
The women of the State took an important part in the election—more important than the number of women
wno voted would indicate.
The most
intelligent, earnest and public-spirited
women in each community that came
under my observation were the ones
who came forward, regardless of their

previous attitude on suffrage, and
helped organize and stimulate other
to vote their convictions.
The
women who during the war were active
in the Red Cross, the church women,
the club women, and others representing the best thought of the community,
practically took charge of the situation
and have shown a loyalty and devotion
to civic duty which is a great object
lesson to the men.
The enormous
majorities, however,
that were given the republican candidates. are out of all proportion to the
effort put into
They are
ai least
twice as great as were expected by anyone familiar with the
situation.
There is only one conclusion
possible, and that is that there is an irresistible and hitherto unappreciated
demand by the people, almost regardless of party, for a change of administration and the adoption of republiwomen

the'Campaign.

propositions.
a typical American
ity, highly endowed with

can

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a local disease, greatly influenced
by constitutional conditions,
and in order to cure it you must take
Hall’s
Catarrh
aninternal
remedy.
Medicine is taken internally and acts
through the blood on the mucous surHall's
Catarrh
fa -a of the system.
Medic ne was prescribed by one of the
for
in
this
country
best
physicians
It it composed of some of the
years.
best tonics known, combined with some
The perfect
of the t est blood purifiers.
combination of the ingredients in Hall's
such
is
what
Medicine
produces
Catarrh
wonderful results in catarrhal condiSend for testimonials, free,
tion.*
jr., J CHENEY & CO., Props.. Toledo. O.
All Druggists. 75c.
Hail’s Family Pills for constipation.
***•

(’ms

The annual fair of

■

Chairman Will H. Hays of the republican national committee, commenting on the Maine election, said:

new

PETERS* COMMENT.

V Republican Sweep Beyond the C'utffi-ol of Politician*.

As the campaign has been vigorously
contested by the democrats on national
issues, who have sent into Maine their
candidate
for
Mr.
vice-president.

Donald Cowing has purchased

FOHEC 1.081 RE.

Searls of the town of Eden (now Bar
estate
hereinafter
Harbor) the real
described; and which said mortgage
was assigned to me. the undersigned,
j. Mden Morse, of said Bar Harbor by
assignment of mortgage dated August
25. 1920. and recorded in said Hancock
County registry In book 554. page 213.
the property in said mortgage being
A certain
described as follows, to wit:
lot or parcel of land with buildings
thereon situated in that part of said
town of Eden (now Bar Harbor) known
and
bounded
and
as
Bar
Harbor,
described as follows. t(9 wit:
Beginning at the northeast corner bound of
land of Alfred Conners (formerly) on
Mt. Desert St. and running south (8. 7
r*-es, 21 ml nut.* W .) seven degrees
and twenty-one minutes west, fifty-five
to
a
feet
and sixty one-hundredths
stake: thence north (N. 88 degrees. 10
minutes E.) eighty-eight degrees and
ten minutes east, forty-five feet to a
stake; thence north (N*. 7 degrees. 21
minutes W.) seven
degrees, twentyeast,
one minute
sixty
one-hundredths feet to a stake; thence
south (8. 88 degrees. 10 minutes W.)
eighty-eight degrees and ten minutes
west, forty-five feet to the place of beContaining two thousand five
ginning
ul (SvHl sq. ft-)
hundred (we r
being the same premia- s described on a
plan made for Ia wle H Higgins by 8. 8.
11.
1900;
Bunker. O. K. dated
Sept.
ami whereas the conditions of said
and are
been
broken
have
mortgage
broken and
now
unperformed, now
therefore l»y reason of the breach of
the conditions thereof. I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this
notice for that purpose.
Dated September 10. A. D. 1920.
J. ALDEN MOUSE.
By Chas. H. Wood.
His Attorney duly authorized.

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
W. H.

OF

Whereat Aline Sant in of New York
City, county and state of New York, by
her mortgage deed dated September 22.
the
1903. and recorded In
Hancock
County. Maine, registry of deeds, book
to
Thomas
397. page 325. conveyed

This is

commun-

ordinary

horse sense; and it seems certain that
this feeling, manifested in this State
with such emphasis, will sweep over
the country and overwhelm all barriers
that puny politicians may put up.
-0-

Economy.
The pot of gold at the end of the
jralnbow—has anybody ever seen It?
Will anybody ever return with it?
Economy may mean the difference between living in a poor house and sup-

porting

one.

2.18 Cla«M. Mixed.
Puree. KIWI.
Minnie Be Sure (Malcolm) ..2
111
Alfred Todd (Grant)...1
2
2
2
Flora M. (Blaisdell) .......3
3
3
3
Time, 2.254x. 2.24. 2.28H, 2.2644.
Sunshine (Malcolm)
1
Harry J.
.2
Fred Wilkes (Grindle) .4
Evelyn T. (Snow) .3

1
2
3
4

l
2
3
4

iiW Clam, Mixed.
Fume, 9200.
Dewey (Malcolm) .1 l
Harlem Express (Moran?) ....2
3
Fred Wilkes (Grindle) .3
2
Time. 2.28%. 2.24%. 2.21.

l
2
3

...

(Saun&erst

Time. 2.30%. 2.27%. 2.27%.

2.23 ( laMM. Mixed.
Fume, fKlK*.
Sunshine (Malcolm) .1
1
Cheerful Ben (Saunders) .2
2
Don McKinney (Trewor?y) ....3
3

l
2
3

Time. 2.2D%. 2.31%. 2.37.
2.33

Mixed.

Fume. ft2<M).

l>? (Malcolm).1
l>? (Saunders) .2
Flora M.. bin (Blaisdell) .3
Evelyn T., bm (Snow) .4
Time 2.27%. 2.24%. 2.35.

Sunshine.
Harry J..

Free-For-All*
Fume. 81MMK
Violet Patch, bm (Buzzell) .1
Harlem Express, b? (Moran?)..3
Alfred Todd, b? (Grant) ..2

1
2
4
3

l
2
2
4

1
2
3

l
2
3

Time. 2.24, 2.22, 2.20.
The Bluehill team won a pitcher’s
battle from Castine on the first day,
score 2 to 1.
Batteries. Osgood and
Robertson for Bluehill,
Hale and
Dunbar for Castine.
An error, a
sacrifice and a hit gave Bluehill Its
first run in the first inning and an error and two hits the run in the third.
Castine’8 only run resulted from twc
singles and a stolen base in the fifth
The morning game of the second day
was almost a repetition of the game
the day before. Bluehill winning from
the Radio team of Bar Harbor 3 to 1
Batteries, Smith and Robertson foi
Bluehill,
Randall, Robinson and
Davis for Radio.
Dunbar of Castine
and Wilson of Penobscot as umpires
gave perfect
satisfaction
to
both
teams.
The Radios won an up-hill
game from Sionington in the afternoon 10 to 9.
Stonington scored sis
runs in first inning, but after that the
Radios settled down and played fast
ball, scoring in every inning but the

ninth.
Batteries; Radio. Robinson
and Davis; Stonington, Hart, McGuffy
and Eaton.
Bluehill lost to Castine on the last
day, 4 to 1, making the series for the
season between these two teams two
each. Batteries, Bluehill. Jordan and
Robertson; Castine, Hale and Dunliar.
Castine got four runs in the
first, but was unable to hit Jordan's
pitching after that.
Bluehill was
equally unable to hit Hale, getting its
lone run in the eighth from a single,
two stolen bases and a sacrifice fly.
Fine support was given both pitchers.
-o-

New Idea In Ventilation.
The Ayrton antigas fan, which, ac-

cording

to

Munsey’s Magazine, may

revolutionize all oor systems of ventilation. is based on the principle that a
fan should be brought down sharply
from the perpendicular to the horizontal. and thus drive the air forward in
steady puffs and set up a fresh current fmm the rear. The InTentor, who
is an Englishwoman, has given public
demonstrations In London with glass
models of dugouts and tunnels from
which the fan readily expels the smoke.
At one demonstration, Mrs. Ayrton,
with a three-inch fan, sat at one end
»f a six-foot table while smoke poured
forth from a fnnnel at the other end.
The action of the miniature fan not
only dispelled the smoke but quickly
gained such control over It that it prevented tt from coming out of the funnel. The fan works on the hlnge-amlspring principle and is constructed of
fight material. It has been used successfully In factories, theaters, mines
and sewers.—Youth’s Companion.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Whereas. Cinderrilla T. Young, forHancock County
of Bluehtll.
int rK
State of Maine, now of Oils in said
deed dated
her
mortgage
County, by
the eighth day of October A. D. 1910.
and recorded in the Hancock County.
Maine. Registry of Deeds November 25.
19K». in book 475, page 39. conveyed to
Lynwood F. Giles of Ellsworth, in said
County, certain lots or parcels of real
estat*- with all buildings thereon, situate! In said Otis and bounded and describe*! as follows, namely;
Being the same premises described
In deed from said Lynwood F. Giles to
said Cinderrilla T. Young which deed
is dated October eighth. 1910. and retarded in said Registry of Deeds October 1". 1910. in book 474. page 131. and
also being the same premises described
mortgage:
above-mentioned
in
the
was
whereas
said
mortgage
and
F
Giles
said
Lynwood
assigned by
Savings
Hancock
to
the
County
a
Bank.
corporation duly organlinkthe
under
ized and existing
ing laws of Maine, and having Its prinsaid
Ellsat
of
business
cipal place
worth. which assignment is dated December 17. 1910. and recorded February
4. 1913. in book 196. page 233 of said
registry; and whereas the conditions
of said mortgage have been broken and
still remain broken, now therefore by
reason of the breach of the conditions
thereof, said Hancock County Savings
of
said
foreclosure
Bank claims a
mortgage, and publishes this notice for
that purpose.
HANCOCK COUNTY SAYINGS BANK.
By its attorney. Lynwood F Giles.
Ellsworth. Maine. Sept lf».

1920_

NOTICE.
Having bought the Intervale Ix»t (socalled) and bog near Toddy pond from
Mrs. E. E. Chaseof Bluehill for my own
private use. I forbid any person trespass! irg on same. Anyone found trespass! r»ir will get the full benefit of the
8. W. NEWMAN.
fine ami cost.
Mamet. Main*. Sept. 13. 192f>
NOTICE.
This Ja to give notice that I hereby
release to my minor son. Ralph B.
Dodge, rtfs time for the remairrder of
I shall claim none of hla
his minority.
earnings nor pay any bills of his contracting after this date.
CHARLES H. DODGE.
CAUTION NOTH K.
1 shall not be responsible for any
bills against my wife, l.aurn 1-. Carter,
Those who trust
after Sept. 15. 1920.
her do so (ft their own accord.
LAFAYETTE CARTER.

W WTED.
WOOD-SAWING OUTFIT IN FIRSTAddresa 3. J. Trew'orclass condition.
gy. East Surry. Me.
GENERAL
WANTED
FOR
GIRL
housework.
Apply to Mrs. J. M. Ken114 Oak street. Ellsworth.
yon

■V.BfXH.»:'■!

■

-VKiT-r’

for Postal Mail Service.
$135 month.
ExExaminations September. October
perience unnecessary. For free particulars. write 1L Terry (former Civil Service Examiner) 1987 Continental Bldg.,
Washington. D. C.
m \ e Vaw y icr
STAVE JOINTER
WANTED ON SLACK
IN
STAVES
small
Massachusetts
mill.
Experienced men able to care for machines.
Piece work, highest rates, desirable location. steady work.
Write C. A- Rich,
Grafton Mass.

FOR SALE.

allTor

my'house
land

Oak

on

and
street;

also

hai.f the
two horses;

cheap ho rue. H. B. Phillips.
<»OOD
FOUR
YEARS
OLD.
COW,
price $40. W. W. McCartney, 421 Water
one a

Airplanes in Mining Operations.
It Is predicted that the airplane
and the dirigible will prove a great
stimulus to the mining industry in presenting a means of getting material
and men to and from locations which
are known to be rich with ore and
which are at the present time Inaccessible.
There are many such places
known to exist, but the cost of building a roadway to them would be so
great as to be prohibitive. Attention
to this phnse of the subject has been
recently attracted by a report made
by Doctor Lyon, supervisor of the mining stations for the L'nlted States bureau of mines.
By this means a regular communication could be maintained with sections which are not to
be reached by any ordinary means. It
is also suggested that the same means
might be of great value for getting rescue apparatus to the scene of mining
disasters.
Cats and Diphtheria.
"It Is a widely accepted belief that
cats may suffer from diphtheria and
convey the infection to human beings."
says the Journal of the American
Medical association in recounting the
experiments by which Doctor Savage
proved that this is entirely without
foundation.
Doctor Savage planted vast numbers
of diphtheria bacilli In the noses and
throats of kittens, but In no Instance
did these take the disease, and within
2-1 hours the bacilli were dead. Doctor Savage reviewed all the evidence In
connection with epidemics of diphtheria and came to the conclusion that
so far as It implicates cats It is quite
valueless.
-—-o-

Subscribe for The American

street, Ellsworth.

HOUSES ON MAIN 8T
NEAR
Wyman park. Ellsworth. For particulars
apply to BenJ. 8. Stevens. 27

TWO

Franklin

street.

Ellsworth.

OVKRLANd'roTdBTER.
good; price
ney.

on

CONDITION
apllcation.Cyrus Gwatb-

Ash Row.

4

Bar Harbor.

I *1GS; GOO D T HRIFTY 4 WEEK S-OLD
Fred G. Smith. Ellsworth.
pigs, $5.
Telephone. 122-1S.

nGiEivER's mtF
Pursuant to an order and a
the Supreme Judicial
01
Court
for the county of Knox .onin m-C|ult>',
d,l,,,d August
0(
26
undersigned. Receiver of A t ti. ‘he
Co. will sail at public
*
highest bidder, upon the
tl,e
conditional hereinafter set
anii
Ject to the confirmation and
aut>aald Court, unless
of
private sale, on Friday
al
1920. at one o'clock p
2<
time, at the law office of

p*'

i<t?nat*
auctlo^ .lrd
Se^m*0
foMh*

Abftu* "t b i* ro 1 To w 1 n g

thl

NTED—MAN
WITH
TEAM
OR
give bond to sell 137
and
farm
product#.
Biggeat
of kind In world,
concern
$1500 to $5(H)0 yearly Income. Thia
Write to-day to J. R.
county open.
Watkins Co.. Dept. 118, Winona. Minn.

auto, who can
Matkins home

WANTED.

WOMAN
FOP."’GENERAL HOUSEwork; no washing
Mrs. R. E. Bridge*,
Newburgh-on-Hudson. N. Y. Apply to
Mrs. Cora Reynolds. R. F. D. 4. Ellsworth,

n„rt^r,a,,<1

on

Maine, including three
bkiidinM and'
platform scales. Fine outsort.,an<S
U"1,r for
canning or other factory
2.
Lot
of
land
situated at th"
corner of Knott and
Maverick
rIck
In Rockland. Maine.
*tr«<d»,
2.
Lot of land situated in the
of Southwest Harbor,
Maine, about midway between x?utlt5'
and Seawall, near the
Thomas Fernald on the
Sww.u'L .*}d'
Including good spruce growth
thee

Hnnco<k\V'"'n
7«iS.Jtan*'t

about three acres in area
ther«“on;
Said Receiver may
adjourn such
or sales, from time to
time If h.
deem It advisable so
Journ said sale from hta office to
properly to be sold. In cither
cases
If occasion should rh
Receiver Is authorised to
all bids and a Payment
of
twenty-live per cent. (25 per cent
the price at which each
parcel nr
estate Is sold, must be made
at the n™
of the suction, the same to be
If the sale (or sales) Is
confirmed
d
approved by the Court and the
live
purchasers refuse to
respective balances on tender of deed
or deeds.
The amount so paid
to tml
Receiver, In any case, shall be returnee
If any bid Is finally rejected,
or If
sale la not confirmed ami
d
«•*
Th*
I»

todT'or atv l"

h,e

,,'rf T!
reject.„Ja*
it

t

forfeuid
..2

r.L,
Pa"P,hC:

annmv.ir"hi
S*
7

?.£«&'

?£url

££

s&^igsrjf t°hn.

WF^f&rth,,Nroraiia»

nnrH.rd'u1';"
Maine,
Rockland,

PKUKj^TR

A

J

Blrd * C0.

August jo. 1930
VOTH

Kn

Notice it hereby Riven that the
followlnr
appointment* h*ve been made by the Prob.t!

8Ut?M MMn‘.nd

f”r

roun"e

‘”

H*™«b

Allgoats D. Emery, late of Ellsworth In
«ld county, deceased. Lonl.e
Gray |
E
*PP°'nt»<l esecutrli of the ...
will and tealement 01 .aid
de-ea.ed; date
qualification August to, A. I>, lain.
Albert R. Buck, late of Orland. ,n
..id
ooonty. deceased. Anatln s Buck and
M. buck of aald Orland.
sppoluted
of the last will ansi testament of executors
reaaed; dste of qualifies-uni August
3, a t).

rw<”;*b'

J

Ah’,.

saint, u tot law airwct,.

Elizabeth (iott, latt of Blutblll. in .zij
Arthur C. Hlnrklrr' of
county. dMWM.
•aid B tifhlll, appointed administrator with
the will annexed of the estate of said deceased; data of qualification August 3. A D
1920.

Mary S. Blodget. late of Buckaport. in
•a'.d county, deceased. Benianmi P. B;<>«iget
and Fred *. Blodget of aaid Buoksport. mlpointed executors of the last win and testament of said deceased; date of qualification
July 19. A. D. 1930.
Henrietta baker Bcnllb, late of Bar Harbor,
in said county, deceased
Heurv M Su.ttb of
•aid Bar Haroor. appointed adrainist rator of
the estate of aaid deceased, date of qualification August 19. A. D. 1920
Harata W. Tracy, late of (ioaldsboro, in said
W
F
Bruce of **id
county, deceased.
(ioaldsboro, appointed administrator of the
ewtate of said deceased; date of qualification
Angast 10. A- D. 1980.
Melville W. Hewer, late of Bocksport. in
said county, deceased
Ye«a M Hewey of
aaid Baeksport, appointed adminlstratrii of
the estate of said deceased; date of qualification August 9, A. D 1920.
Laura A. York, late of Brookliu. in said
Oliver D. Mathews of
county, deceasedThomaskou. Maine, appointed administrator
of ihreiUtc of aaid deceased; dale of qualification August 9, A. D. 19»
Charles E. Daniel*. late of Bar Harbor, in
aaid county, ceceaaedAugusta Daniels or
aaid Bar Harbor, appointed administratrix of
the estate of aaid deceased; date of qualification August 9, A. D. 1M0.
Charles K. Stratton, late of Hancock, in said
Chester W Mratten of
county, deceased.
•aid Hancock,
appointed adminiat-ator of
the estate of aaid deceased; date of qualification August 9. A. I). 1Sib.
Bradley W. Littlefield, late of Penobscot.
In said county, deceased
Frauk E. Dunbar,
of said Penobscot, appointed *dturn:-krater
of the estate of aaid deceased, date of qoaliflcatiou July 99. A D. 1920
lden K Ha*lam, late of Waltham, in said
counts, deceased.
Raymond li. Ha*.am of
Machiaa. Maine, ftappethted administrator of
the estate of said deceased; date of qualification August 19. A. D. liWC
Newell Edgar Carter, late of Ml. Deeert.ix
aaid county, deceased.
Elston A. Carter cf
aaid Mouut Desert, appointed administrator
of the estate of aaid deceased, date of qualification Aug oat 1. A. D. 19JU
Winnie E. Hopkins, late of Bridgeport
Tboain
Edwiu
Connecticut, deceased.
Hopkins, of said Bridgeport, appointed administrator of the estate of said d*cea*ed;
date of qualification July T7, A. I> l9-'0. X<*
being a resident of the 8ta?e of Maine, b«
baa appointed Harold F. Higgins of
Harbor, in the County of Hancock. State of
Maine, a* bis agent in said dtate of Maine,
an the law directs.
Arvilla W. Clark of 8o«tbwe»t Harbor.ic
said county.
Enuua £. Norwood of aid
Southwest Harbor, appointed conservator of
the estate of aaid Arvilla W Clark: date of
qualification August 10. A. D. 19*9
Mary A- Bragdon of Franklin in
county. JMunueiA. Bragdon of *sid Frank*
lin, appointed guard -in of the estate of *»ia
Mary.

A.

Bragdon;

date

qualification

of

•.ugust 7, A. D. 19*20.

ROBERT P. KINO.
Dated at Ellsworth, this first
ber A. D. 1920

Register.
day of septeo*

STATE OF SAME.

MALE HELP WANTED.

HELP

S^cC^A"*

A.4.nBI?Jl
W‘oTprS“ral"«
Front slreetP

stand,

TO LET
FOR RENT. APPLY TO MINA
E. McKenzie. Ellsworth.
HOUSE

FEMALE

»nel.h’
Prevloi,£Pr.°';al
Seot^mK1'1
mP
Frknk HdVd

Maine.

300 GIRINS AND WOMEN
WANTED
for Mt. Kineo. White Mountains, Poland and all the leading and reliable
summer and year-around hotel*.
Our
list is a big one.
Don’t engage anywhere until you call or correspond with
us.
It will pay to do so.
All fine tip
hotels.
Fares paid,
good treatment.
Write to the Maine Hotel Agency. 47
Main St.,
Bangor, Me..
(established
1881) and get the best. Tel connections.

HANCOCK 6S.
At a Probate Court held at Ellsworth
in and for aaid County of Hancock, on
the fourteenth day of September.in
nine
year of our Lord one thousand
hundred and twenty, being *n no*
A
journed session of the September.
1*20 term of said court.
w
A certain instrument
be a copy of the laat will ami teBis.
ment or Ida Vinton Frcedley. m**'
Philadelphia, in the county of
delphla. and commonwealth of Penn*)1'
of the vrvo**
vanta. deceased, and
®
thereof
in
common wcatn
said

jn*

purporting

Pennsylvania, duly authenticated, na
ing been presented to the judge of pr^

bate for our said County of Hancoc
for the purpose of being allowed, nl
and recorded in the probate court
our said County of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be
to all persons interested therein.
publishing a copy of this order
weeks successively in The Ellswortt
American, a newspaper printed at
worth, in said county of Hancock. P*1®
to the fifth day
of
October A.
1*20, that they may appear at a pro*3a.
court then to be held at Ellsworth.
and for said county of Hancock.
co’clock in the forenoon,and show
.f any

5lvJJ

tnr«j
{J

A

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
ALICE H. SCOTT,
Specialty made of
TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK
Agent Union Safe Deposit Sc Trust Co.
or
Portland, fo«*
furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Agent Oliver Typewriter.
Typewriter supplies.
No. 1 School St.. Ellsworth, Me.

tAr?,e..rwRT

P.

#«no,

w

PA l PER NOTICE.
,
HAVING CONTRACTED WITH
city of Ellsworth to support
for those who may need as*jj£ i,
J
during five years beg inning
EJlf.
1*?0. and are legal residents tru
*uiting
worth.
I forbid all persons
^
v v

them on my accounts as there
of room and accommodations
for them at the

Citf JagXKusLB-

ber 26, 1016, Theodore Roosevelt said:
“More harm has been done to the

DETAILED VOTE OF HANCOCK
COUNTY.
Governor
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O.astfne, Sorrento. Swans Island, Tremont, Trenton, Verona and
Long Island Plantation.

ELECTION

VOTE

KOI! REPBESENTATIVES
HANCOCK COUNTY.
K**p.
Phillips

Bar

Old I’lurulltv Figures Blotted Out by
Col. Parkhurst and Congressman Peters.
—

Harbor.

863

REAL ROOSEVELT
ABHORRED WILSON
AND HIS WORKS

llern.
Stalford
505

Class 2.
Brewster
437

Bucksport

proposals

as long as It was safe to do
whereas Mr. Daniels now turns and
claims credit for what was thus forced
upon him.
“In short, throughout President Wilson’s term there has been neglect or
positive maladministration In connection with departmental organisation In
navy yards, aeronautics, mines and torpedoes, and in all other matters affecting the efficiency of the fleet and the
enthuslnsm of Its officers and men.
The activity and energy of the
Navy Department under President Wilson
has been primarily concentrated
upon schemes aimed at vote-getting or

so;

advertising."
This, then. Is what Theodore Roosevelt thought of the administration of
the Department from which Franklin
D. Roosevelt, Democrat and exponent
of Wllsonlsm, fain would reach the
Vice Presidency and have progressives
of 1912, followers of the real Roosevelt, help to keep the Democratic party In power and make Wllsonlsm endure I
It Is Inconceivable that any true follower of Theodore Roosevelt will
heart.an to such s preposterous appeal

Castlne

Maine's answer to President Wll- !
! Dedham
32
was
a
son's "solemn referendum"
250
swelling republican victory, with Drland
Old Verona
pluralities.
Yet Democratic Candidate tor
record-breaking
plurality figures were dwarfed Into
719
Vice
insignificance by the splendid pluraliSlanders
Class 3.
Col. Parkhurst for
ties given to
Great
Mason
Leader’s
Davis
governor, and. in this district, to ConAmherst
54
25
gressman Peters.
23
27
Col. Parkhurst's plurality for gov- Aurora
544
384
ernor Is around 66,000, while Con- ElUr?ortl\
MAKING FUTILE ATTEMPT
29
15
gressman Peters received a plurality Marinvilie
Dtis.
15
15
TO WIN ON OLD ISSUES
of more than 20.000.
The republicans carried all four Trenton
Waltham
39
12
congressional districts by large maFifth Cousin Removed Roosevelt Not
M
5
jorities. re-electing, In addition to No. 33 Plantation
12
13
Peters, Wallace H. No, 21 plantation
Congressman
Able to Convince Followers of
White in the second district, and Ira
T. R. by Specious Arguments.
723
496
C. Horsey In the fourth district, and
Class 4.
electing Carroll L. Beedy In the first
Clarke
Hatch
district, where Congressman Goodall
Deer Isk*
By SCOTT C. BONE.
353
87
was not a candidate for re-election.
197
78
The republicans retain a command- Sedgwick
Touring the country as a candidate
213
263
ing majority In the State legislature. Stonington
for Vice President, Franklin D. RooseThe part played by the women was Long Island Plantation
velt Is vainly endeavoring to Invoke
evident.
In all parts of the State
the progressive spirit of 1912 In
763
428
women availed themselves of
their
supClass 5.
port of Wllsonlsm and the election of
opportunity to vote, and a large maCleaves
Bragdon
of
them
voted
the
jority
the Democratic ticket In November.
republican
49
8
ticket.
The
vote
for
Parkhurst Kant brook
What would the real Roosevelt—
248
41
showed an increase of more than Franklin
Theodore Roosevelt—the Immortal T.
249
99
SO.Otio over that casj for Mllllken. Gouldshoro
155
R-—say to his followers were he alive
57
republican, four years ago, while Hancock
173
91
Mclnttre's vote was only about 2.500 Sullivan.
today?
more than that of Curtis, democrat. Sorrento
Gone, be left burning words which
Winter Harbor..
70
42
In the last presidential year.
tell all too plainly what his attitude
Hancock county fulfilled the prewould be at this time.
944
338
diction of The American last week by
He abhorred Wllsonlsm, Just as he
Class 6.
rolling up the
biggest republican
Wood
Stanley abhorred Danlellsm, with both of which
Even the
plurality in its history.
346
163
record of 2.700 plurality In 1896 Biuehtll
Franklin D. Roosevelt has been Identi123
38
shrinks into insignificance beside the BrookUrv
fied as an under Secretary.
Brooksville
169
35
3.500 of this year.
165
67
Condemned Wllsonlsm.
Hancock
county
republicans Penobscot.
105
29
elected their full county ticket, in- Surry
Theodore Roosevelt condemned Wllcluding State senators and seven
sonlsm and the whole Wilson adminis908
332
representatives.
This is a gain of
tration In unsparing terms.
Class 7.
one representative.
Read anew what he said at Cooper
Mrs. Margaret Dyer of Bar Harbor,
Savage
Gray
89
12
Union on November 3, 1916:
Hancock county’s first woman candi- Cran Isles.
131
26
date. who ran a sticker campaign for Lamolne
"I have been assailed because 1 have
348
76
register of
probate, received 269 Mt Desert
criticised Mr. Wilson. I have not said
Southwest
Har.
135
57
votes in Bar Harbor. 30
in
Mt.
one thing of him that was not absoluteDesert. 18 in Ellsworth, and a scat- Swan’s Island
ly accurate and truthful.
Tremont
tering vote throughout the county.
We print elsewhere detailed fig“I have not said one thing of him
ures of the vote in Hancock county so
703
171
which I did not deem It' necessary to
far as received by mall returns from
say because of the vital Interests of
the town clerks, and the detailed vote
tela republic.
of Ellsworth by wards.
London."
Fed
“The Women Who
“I have criticised him because I beOne of the most Interesting figures
“'■‘'UUU
VOTE
or
JJVORTH
lieve he has dragged In the dust what
U ards
3 Tot j brought into the limelight of publicity I
18
3
4
For Governor.
during England's great railway strike ! was most sacred In our past and has
Parkhurst
39 A3 125 *01
191 178
jeopardized the most vital hopes of
was Miss E. M. Hopwood. now called
Mclntlro
31 111
II
42
73 356
"the woman who fed London." Miss our future.
For ttato Auditor.
“I criticise him now because be has
Hopwood was secretary to a large
WardweU
118 172
52 128 595
57
commercial firm In the north of Eng- adroitly and cleverly and with sinister
K'ell»n
15 IDS
40
36
78 330
land, and her business ability was so ability appealed to all that Is weakest
For Representative to Congress.
rv,,r<‘ .196 171 58 52 131 598 well recognized that when the ministry j and most unworthy In the American
Towle
of food was organized, she was called character; and also because he has
84 114
41
36
88 343
For State Senator <21
to the service of the government She j
adroitly and cleverly and with sinister
Ho!t
184 178
56
52 125 593
scored such success In her emergency
•sr**»t. 179 170 56 62 125 582 warwork that she was appointed at ; ability sought to mislead many men
and women who are neither weak not
Harmon
81 108
40
36
71 334
the beginning of the railway strike as
LlUltflold
83 108
40
36
71 338
unworthy, but who have been misled
whole
for
the
officer
food distributing
Fur County Attorney.
by a shadow dance of words.
metropolitan area.
''''•ting
190 177
59
52 125 603
"He has made our statesmanship a
For Register ut
Deeds,*Two-year term)
thing of empty elocution.
Hadloek
1 $4 171
Depends on the Result
58
52 125 590
“He has covered his fear of standCunningham'. 85 118 38 36 71 348
"Don’t you admire determination In
For Register ot Probate.
a man’s character?”
ing for the right behind a veil of
N"*. 187 178 68 52 126 601
“That depends. If It brings success rhetorical phrases.
Dyer.8 2 4 3 1 18 I
“ne has wrapped the true heart of
praise it as splendid perseverance. If
For
Sheriff.
.,
failure, I denounce It as confounded the nation In a spangled shroud of
187 169
62
52 124 594
obstinacy.”—Boston Transcript
Hayu*»
rhetoric.
88 119
37
36
74 354
Fur County Commissioner.
(One)
“He has kept the eyes of the peoJewelry Awaiting Purchasers.
*r'y
187 177
58
52 125 599
A note of Interest from London conple dazzled so that they know not what
Whitmore
82 108
36
39
71 334
cerns a pearl necklace, valued at $1,Is real and what Is false. So that they
For Reprrsratativea.
500.000, which Is In London awaiting turn, bewildered, unable to discern the
170 155 -55
rason
44 120 544
W>Vl*
sale. It Is probable that the necklace difference between the
94 128
44
43
75 384
glitter that
will bo offered by public auction. The veneers evil and the stark realities of
-0are
remarkable
not
pearls
only for courage and honesty, of truth and
Oot, a DoB Love a Blind Man?
their size, but for their delicate tintA dog never becomes
really at- 1 ing. There is at the present time much strength.
ac*ief* to a blind man.” That was the 1
“In the face of the world he has covvaluable Jewelry In process of
astounding statement recently made | very
ered this nation's face with shame as
realization on behalf of Russian and
•v a dog
expert. Asked hotv he could j other owners, who have no
a
option Out with garment"
Prove 'Put to he
true, and, If so, why
So much for Theodore Roosevelt’s
to convert It into cash.
aa !t
true, he asserted that a dog
opinion of Wilson and Wllsonlsm In
.,'y<>s ail|l understands more than anySome Cheese.
Bupport of which Franklin D. Roosenc elKe Ihe
eye of his master. And,
Tillamook county, Oregon, expects to
e
velt, life-long Democrat, would now Insab], quite truly, that the dog. wor- :
sell over 5.050,000 pounds of
voke the progressive spirit of 19121
’Plug his master, always looks up make and
*’l* face. The expert agreed that I'heese this year.
Abhorred Danlellsm.
"a* quite
—T-O'And what did Theodore Roosevelt
possible that a dog should, i
*en he had
Counting Has a Limit in China.
gone blind, still show ufIhlnk of Daniels' administration of the
octh n,
hut that It was Impossible for
Ten thousand Is the largest number
Navy Department of which the Demoseeing dog, who had never seen the In the Chinese language. Therefore crat Franklin D. Roosevelt has been
m of pig
ill large sums must be stated In mulowner, to become really atmore or less conspicuous factor and
cheil to him. He would be a faith- iples of this figure—the population of
?nrt7
Is four times 10,000 times
"'Hli.g
:he
hut
there
would
not
slave,
country
I
In a speech on "Americanism and
« real
10.000, or 400 million.—Asia Magazine.
deep affection.
National Defense" at Chicago, OctoI

Presidency
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Corrected to Sept. 13, 1920.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
Eastern Standard Time
AM

New Substance, Duroprene, Is Said to
Be Adapted to a Wide Range
of Uses.
Recent acid-resisting materials Include such notable products as silicaware, Iron rich in silicon, monel metal
and various other alloys.
Not least
Interesting Is duroprene, obtained by
the chlorination of rubber, and resisting reagents that readily attack rubber, such as ozone, nitrous and nitric
acids, hydrochloric acid, etc.
Describing It to the Liverpool section of the
of
Chemical Industry, Mr. A.
Society
Lamble stated that It can be obtained In the solid state as a white
amorphous powder. It Is soluble In
benzine and coal tar naphtha, carbon
tetrachloride, jjjl trlchlorethylene, but
the ordinary varnish Is a 10 per cent
solution In benzine and solvent naphtha. This varnish dries quickly, leaving a colorless, transparent film. The
very thin film has been Immersed for
days In caustic potash, caustic soda,
ammonia and the mineral adds—hydrochloric, nitric and sulphuric—without sign of decomposition, and it Is
quite Insoluble In alcohol, ether, petroleum oils, and paraffin.
Being also
highly Insulating and very adhesive,
duroprene Is adapted for a wide range
of uses.
It serves as anti-corrosive
varnish or paint, for lining steel petroleum tanks, and wooden alcohol
vats, for building up electrical condensers, as colorless lacquer for bright
metal work, and as a gas-tight cement.
Curious Sea Charts.
chart made of sticks and
shells forms one of the curious exhibits to be seen in the South Sea Island
hall of the American Museum of Natural History, New York. They were
formerly used as guides by the skillful
and daring navigators of the Marshal
Islands.
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BRAY—At Orland, Sept. ■!. to Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph t\ Bray, a daughter.
DUNHAM— At Deer Isle. Sept. 9, to Mr.
and Mrs. George \V. Dunham, a son.
GOWEN"—At Bueksport. Sept. 7. to Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin E. Gowen, a daughter
(Iona Pearl).
HOMER—At South Hancock. Sept. 11.
to
Mr. and Mrs. B, R. Homer, a
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September 19. will leave 3.55 p.

D. C. DOUGLASS.
Vice-President and Gen.

e

in.

M. L.

Mgr.

HARBIS,
Passenger Agent.

General

Portland Maine.

Phoenix Fable Readjusted.
While Instructing a class of youngsters In mythology one afternoon, the
teacher of a public school told the
class the stoy of the phoenix. Among
the pupils was a small boy named
Reginald. “Reginald,” said the teacher on the following morning, “do- you
remember what I was speaking about
yesterday afternoon?" “Yes, ma’am,”
promptly responded Reginald, “I remember all right.” "I am very glad
that you do,” returned the teacher.
“Tell me something about it.”
“It
was about Phoenlxvllle, Miss Martha,"
answered the youngster.
“Phoenlxville rising up and carrying out their
ashes.” f

yff
7

Saturday
commencing September 19, will leave

Lucky Find of Manuscript.
In 17J5 the overseers of the parish
of l’’est Pennard, Somerset, England,
needing a new cover for their rate
book, chose sheets of parchment. The
cover lias lasted until now, and It has
Just been discovered that the parchment Is more precious than the whole
of the rate the little parish hus been
paying. The rate book is bound In
what proves to be part of a fine written volume dating back eight hundred
or nine hundred years.
It belonged to
the library of Glastonbury abbey, and
the despised covering Is priceless, ns
forming an Important part of a work
relating to times of which no other
manuscript exists.

sea

BORN.

A

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

material that resists acid

HEAT WITH A CLARION

I,

and you heat thoroughly.
During the coldest weather,
a Clarion has more than

enough reserve

power.

At the same time Clarions
save fuel because they control the fire.

daughter.

|

■

Maine Central Railroad

IN

Cl»>s 1.

UKPl’BBKt'i HUM1REAKIXO
LHAN VICTORY.

navy by the politicians In power during the last three years than In the
preceding thirty. Whatever good has
been accomplished In the navy during
the last three years has been done by
naval officers, who, In most cases, have
been snubbed and punished for their

MARRIED.
ALLEN—WILBUR—At SulUvan. Sept.
7. by Rev. H. H. Saunderson. of Bos-

WOOD & BISHOP CO.
c*,t639,'d
Bangor, Maine

ton. Miss Ruth Allen of Sullivan to
Elwood Morton Wilbur of Sorrento.

A t
BROWN—ROBINSON
Rook land.
Aug. 30. by Judge F. B. Miller. Miss
—

L. Irene Brown of Boston to Edward
A. Robinson of Swan's Island.
COOLIDGE
CRANE
At
Lamoine.
Sept. 11. by Rev W. H. Rice. Miss
Olive Y.
Coolidge of Lamoine to
Henry E. Crane.
MOREY
HASKELL
At
Rockland.
Sept. 5. by Rev. J. S. Crossland. Miss
K&thie Morey of Stonington to Robert E. Haskell of Deer Isle.
PETREE—TRACEY—At North
Sullivan. Sept. 7. by Clarence Havey. esq..
Mrs. Dorothy Petree of Easthrook to
George L. Tracey of Sullivan.
R E Y NO LDS—C AND AG E—A t
Po r t la nd.
Sept. 8. by Rev. J. Harrison Thompson. Mies Edna May
Reynolds of
Waterville to Harry Wells Candage
of North Brooklin.
—

—

Soli

by TheJ.

P. ELDRIDGE

CO, INC., Ellsworth, Me.

—

Catarrh

—

DIED.
BRIDGES—At Penobscot. Sept. 9. Capt.
Dudley C. Bridges, aged 89 years, 4
months. 29 days.
CARD—At Ellsworth. Sept. 13. Augusta
W., widow of Daniel G. Card, aged
38 years. 3 months.
COHOON—At
Bucksport.
8,
Sept.
Charles B. Cohoon. aged 54 years.
EATON—At Deer Isle. Sept. 5. Thomas
E. Eaton, aged 63 years. 10 months.
10 days.
Bar
Harbor.
SPROUL—At
Sept. 11,
George A. Sproul. aged 75 years.
CARD OF THANKS.
We wish publicly to express our sincere appreciation of many thoughtful
acts of sympathy and kindness on the
part of neighbors and friends in our
bereavement, and for beautiful flowers
sent; we wish especially to thank the
crews of the trains and the steamers
Norumbega and Rangeley.
E E. Abbott.
Mrs. Fred E. Grant.
Mt. Desert Ferry. Sept. 8. 1920.

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite

and Marble

Monuments, Tablets and Markers
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

Quickly Ended by a Pleasant GermKilling Antiseptic.
The little Hyomei Inhaler is made of
hard rubber and can easily be carried
in pocket or purse.
It will last a lifetime.
Into this Inhaler pour a few drops of

magical Hyomei.

PLUMBING
Hot Water

Heating, Furnace
Jobbing.

Work and

HONEST WORK: HONEST PRICES
Twenty Years' Experience.

This is absorbed by the antiseptic
gauze within and now you are ready to
breathe it in over the germ infested
membrane where it will speedily begin
its
work
of
killing catarrh germs
Hyomei is made of Australian eucalyptus combined with
other
antiseptics
and is very pleasant to breathe.
It is
to
end
guaranteed
catarrh,
bronchitis, sore throat, croup, coughs
and colds or money hack.
It cleans
out a stuffed up head in two minutes.
Sold by (‘has. E. Alexander and drug-

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders
promptly attended to.

M KK\A

FARM MACHINERY

gists everywhere.

Ends indigestion
It relieves stomach misery, sourstomach. belching and all stomach disease
or money back.
Large box of tablets
at all druggists in all towns.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephoue 178-2.

FULL LINE OF

CREAM

SEPARATORS,

DRESSING

SPREADERS
KEROSENE ENGINES

Machine parts carried in stock. All
kinds of repairing promptly done.
..

L. E.

TREADWELL,
Ellsworth,

Agent for International Harvester Co.
of America.

Ellsworth Steam Laundry

All Kinds ot Laundry Work.
NAPHTHA CLEANING
Goods called for and delivered

Special attention

to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
State Street.
Ellsworth. Me

West Tremcmt.
Mr* L. W. Rumill is chairman of
the woman's division of republican
town committee.
M: * B. B. Reed and sons. Ben and
Richard, have returned to Rockland,
where the boys will attend school.
Carl Re«d will follow later.
Josh Murphy has moved his family
He goes in
here from McKinley.
I'nderwoot* sardine boats.
one
with
him.
Walls
goes
JJvIn
o!e Tolmau drove to Bangor
Oei
to
home Miss Maud
take
Patur

3re-ver Lunt. who has been visiting
here the past month.
Mrs.'John E. Eaton, with daughter
E..rieue, of Everett. Mass., is visiting
her uncle. George W. Lout.
Misses Margery and Lillian Bridges left to
attend Ellsworth high
school.
Mrs. Edwin Lopaus' and daughter
Leita. who spend the
summer
in
Windsorville with her mother. Mrs.
Ida Norwood, are home.
Mrs. Wajter Lunt
and
daughter
Loris, who have been employed at

Exercise
\
whose occupation or duties prevents some daily outdoor exercise,
is likely to be troubled with biliousness and other digestive evils.
If possible you should walk to business every morning, but be sure not
to esi a ‘«avy breakfast just before you start. It is advisable t
rase long walks before eating, but at least a quarter
bi or ah '-id elapse if possible after a heavy meal, before
•ndnlg Rg in any active exercise.
At -’c first sign of any disorder, take one or two tea-f
a of “L. F." Atwood’s Medicine.
This will keep your
ajwn.
«?ge»t:i« -cans in good order and relieve the disturbing
«
•
If you suffer from sick headaches, regular doses
of this ti-ed and tested old remedy will bring blessed relief
kf fewu ving the cause. The relief will not be temporary, at
the expense of some other organ, but will bo a permanent
ont for the entire system.
Get a 50c bottle today
impre-from a-j mad seine dealer. "L.F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
■

—

~

the Ocean House, Manset. left last
week for Rockland, where Doris will
attend high school.
Miss Helen Reed, who has been
taking care of the J. H. Shaffer cottage at Southwest Harbor. Is visiting
her mother, before going to Arlington. Mass, for the winter.
Elsie Bridges. Who Mas graduated
from Ellsworth
high school last
June, is now teaching in Willimanlic.
'Thelma."
Sept. 13.

PATHOS IN PLEAS
More Than Humor in Samples of
Baboo

Ureal I’onrt.
F. T. Williams
has
commenced
work on the State road.
Miss Anderson and Miss Hardhead
of Baltimore. Md.,
hare
returned
home, after two weeks at Guy Patterson’s camp
G. V. Quick of New Jersey has returned. after a week.at Guy Patterson's camp.
H. F. Hardy and wife of Philadelphia are tenting in Bert Harnes'
field.
1-ewis Shuman of West Franklin is
visiting his father. J. R. Shuman.
Sept. 13.
"Cat."
—-o-

\orth Lamoille.
Mrs. C. M. Kittredge. who has visited in Medford. Mass., returned on

Saturday.
J. Wesley Bowden and wife

were

visitors here.
Mrs. Sarah Humor, who has visitfed her sister at Bar Harbor, is home.
recent

Kittery, Me.
imitation of

Ever}’ motor highway and byway
throughout picturesque New
England and New York is a part of
the long “Socony Trail”.

Dealers W ho Sell

('. L. Muraag,
Bt. ray A Marti «i>.
»«r> A Ltamfcaa.
M. H IM*|,

EUaaorth

**

O. P. Torrrarr,
E. »
Roar.
H. « Mnraag.
C, W. UrUMlal Katatr,
F. L. lima,
Kaai Blwh.il
A- K • «aar>.
Moath IMwhUI
F. A Hawdra.
Brook tin
<*. M. tUra * Mm.
North Hrdgvtefc
». H

Motor.
N. M. Bum.
F. W. «r»»,
C. L. Mwaag.
lamia .Ionian.

North Breohat iUo
Moat Broohatillr
Vra Motgatrk

Mptitk

Mt. Ilrrrrt Frrrj
Hoaord t raahy.
tarora
.♦Ar» h
Malta.
Waltham

Socony Gasoline

Whitcomb, Haynes & Whitney,
H. E.
C. F.
K. D.
I. E.

Danico,
Wescott, 4r.,
Hinckley,
Stanley,

F. E. Xa*on,
0. E. Billings,
Daniel McKay,

D>er Bros.,
Oott A
t

4.

H.

Hopkins,

H. E. Smith,
4. Sherman Douglas,
E. M. King.
1. B Sylvester,
i».
M

**
M

Burry
Franklin

Hanson

'lurch.

H.

Ellsworth Falls
North Ellsworth
Bluehill

East brook
Trenton
Lauioine

South Bluehill
\\. t olwell M Co., South Hancock
W. 4ohn%on,
Hancock

\

t

may

m

a,

dangerous

too

little

When the skin is sallow or yellow, the
eyes dull, the head aches or sleep broken
and unrefreshing, the back aches, or there

Communication!

Evidently Compoasd
Street—Propoeal of Mar.
rlape Can Only Be Claaaed
at

is a pain under the right shoulder blade—it
is an indication that the body is being poisoned by poorly digested and imperfectly eliminated food-waste. It is a wise thing to take

Remarkable.

Serpents, baboons, tigers ami other
dangerous and disturbing creature*
have not Infrequently Interfered with
the work of progress and Improvement
In Imlln. The distracted telegram of
a
ha boo station master, asking for
Instructions In the unpleasant emergency of "tiger dancing on platform,"
has long been a stock anecdote. He
was certainly excusable for
being rather apart In his mind and in hlg
Eng-

lish.
The recent plea of a baboo office
clerk, addressed to the head of the
Arm whose son, a continued dog-lover,
Imd been recently put In charge, had
lesa to Justify Its urgency—yet there
are many who will sympathise.
"If this office will be continuously
infested by
sprightly canine with
penchant for eating legs." he wrote,
"how shall work be performed to
honor’s satisfaction?
I beseech with
honor relegate the friend of man to
house and home, where noxious behavior will be suitably admired.”
The gentleman who reports this
choice gem adds another, less recent,
but equally characteristic:
"Office cat. by reason of rats, dally
growing lean.” he notified his superior.
“Will superintendent please Increase
the’contingent allowance for her return to stoutness?"
Here Is a fine example of baboo,
and a proposal of marriage, too:
“Dear sir—It Is with faltering penmanship that I write to have communication with you about the prospective
condition of your damsel offspring.
"For some remote time to past a soI’USSIWU

UUI*

1111111$

111}

UV

Internally with loving for your
I
have navigated every
daughter.
channel In the magnitude of my extensive Jurisdiction to cruelly smother the
growing love-knot that is being constructed In my within aide, but the
timid lamp of affection trimmed by
Cupid’s productive hands still nourishes my love-sick heart.
Needless
would It he for me to numerically extemporize the great conflagration that
has been generated In my head and
heart. During the region of rightness
my Intellectual cranium has been entangled In thoughtful attitude after
Nocturnal slummy beloved consort.
berlessness has been the Infirmity
which has besieged my now degenerate constitution.
My educational capabilities have abandoned me. and I
now cling to those lovely tresses of
your much-coveted daughter like a
mariner shipwrecked on the rock of
love.
As to my scholastic caliber. I
was recently
ejected from Calcutta
university. I am of lofty and original
lineage and of Independent Incomes,
and hoping that having debated this
proposition In your preoccupied mind
you will concerdantly corroborate In
espousing your female progeny to my
tender bosom and thereby acquire me
Into your family circle. Your dutiful
son-in-law."
som

The old Block House at Fort MeCleary,
It has been rebuilt in
an ancient structure that
was erected on the same site the last
of the seventeenth century.
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Move for Sound Currency.
How the great volume of European
currency, unsecured by gold or real estate. Is to tie reduced Is Illustrated by
what Is taking place In Czecho-Slovnkla now, says the Milwaukee Journal.
This Is one of the new states
carved out of the old Austro-Hunggt rlnn empire.
It Inherited from the
old empire its share of Inflated war
than
money—more
8.000,000.000
crowns, worth In the old days about
20 cents each, but whose present value
Is around one cent.
Czeeho-Slovakta
realizes that Its money must have more
.value. So In the recent reorganization of Its financial system all of the
old money was called In and new
money Issued.
But the volume of new money Is 38
»er cent less than the old. and the
state cannot Increase this except by
providing adequate security (gold, silver. bonds, commercial paper, warehouse receipts, etc.) upon which to
base the Issue.
Further, plans have
been made to withdraw from circulation another I.5(X).O<>O,nO0 crowns.
Girls Invade the Navy.
Anil now the women want to Join
the navy, too, observes the Tulsa
World.
Officers of the local recruiting station revived the shock of their lives
lately when two fair ladles of this
city applied at the station for enlistment in the navy. They declared that
they wanted to see the world and that
they considered the navy as the best
plRce for their pursuit as Uncle Sum
paid all the traveling expenses.
When Chief Itoth told them that no
veomanettes were being enlisted non
as there Is no war on.
they left the
■(flee, saying that they would he back
lust as soon as another war broke out.

Psychology Again to the Rescue.
"Clothes do not make the man." remarked the ready-made philosopher.
"Let us hope for the best," rejoined
Miss Cayenne. "Perhaps some of the
society lads who are putting on overalls will be psychologically influenced
to attempt a regular day's work."
English Like O. Henry's Works.
0. Henry Is a favorite author In
England. The English publishers of
his works recently reported that the 1
total sales through them amounted to 1
600,000 copies.

Beecham’s
Pills
to relieve these symptoms by
helping to remove the causes

Manset.
the
Mrs. Ella Whitmore
spent
week-end at Northeast Harbor.
Mrs. Palmer and daughter Mildred
have moved to the M. A. Stanley
homestead.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Spurling of
New York are visiting Miss Carrie

K**i»ch.
Dr. C. L. Knight and aon
Jack of
Boston, are spendtng a fewdays *(th
Dr. Knight's parents. Mr and
Mrs i

Knight.
Dr. Kllgus and Miss Fisher

Spurling.
The Ocean House
the season and Mrs.
turned to her home
Mas*.
Mr. and Mrs. Derby

has closed for
Allen has rein Springfield,

Stanley are receiving congratulations on the birth

delphia.

W. E. Stoddard and brother
Malcolm were week-end guests of
Mr
and Mrs. D. W. Torrey.
Mrs. Epstein, after several
seeks
at "Island Home" has returned to
her
home In Wlnthrop
-Mr, and Mrs. Cecil Annls and children, after the summer at their outage, have returned to Provi.i.-nce.

a son.
Warren
Mr. and Mr*. Elmer Kent, who
have been visiting here, have returned to Rockland, accompanied by
Mrs. Ellen Stanley.
Mr. and Mr*. Dunbar and daughter Phyllis of Bath have been visiting
Mr and Mrs. John Noyes.
Mrs. A. V. King ha* returned from
a visit In Llncolnvtlle.
Dr. and Mrs. Marsh ar.d daughter
Pauline of West Enfleld. who have
been
Mr. and Mrs. E. G.
visiting
Stanley, have returned home.
Mrs. Tbeo Smith has returned from
a visit in Harrington.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Stanley of
Harrington spent the week-end with
Mrs. Ellen Stanley.
Isaac Stanley has purchased a yoke
of oxen.
Mr. and Mrs
Elmer A. Stanley
have gone
to
R'ockland
for
the
winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Maddocks of
Northeast Harbor are spending a few
days at the home of Capt. Charles

of

i.

t

who

has been at "Hill Crest" for
several
weeks, have returned to
Philadelphia
accompanied as far as Rockland hr
Dr. Ella.
The Misses Bom. who have
been
occupying the Foster cottage this
summer, have
returned
to
Phila-

Mrs. John Adams and daughter
Annie returned from Boston Tc.
,>
Mr. and Mrs.
B
Lament
-on
Robert
and
granddaughter
Constance, motored through from p,,-t<,n
Saturday and were week-end
ts
of Mr. and Mrs. D. W Torrn at
"Oukhurst Farm
School began Tuesday. Mi-- M online Saunders, teacher.

Lamoille.
A. W. Reynolds and family have
returned to Derry, N. II
Mr*.
Sumner
Foster
and two
daughters returned to t'.imbridee.

Mass., to-day.

Miss Marion Hodgkins has gone to
to work
Dr. H. G. Hodgkins and family
have returned to Watervlll.Miss Rosa Hodgkins will teach in
Revere, Mass.
Mrs. Flora Bard and Miss Ella
Bard of Woburn. Mass., are gu* -rs ol
C. M. Stratton and wife.
Penobscot.
Miss Vera
Berry has gone to
H. E
Perkin* left Thursday for Northeast Harbor for a week before
Portland to join his steamer, char- returning to her school
In
Mlllitered for Philadelphia.
nocket.
There will be a meeting of PenobDr. Clarence King of Springfield,
scot chapter, O.
E. S.. at Masonic Mass., was in town last week to see
hall Friday evening, Sept. 17.
All his mother, who Is ill.
officers are requested to be present.
Augustus Davis and family have
Miss Lillian Field
ha*
returned moved to Old Town for the --hoed
from a visit in Mllllnocket.
year.
\V. J. Creamer of Bangor was in
Miss Ellen Monroe, returned mistown Sunday.
sionary from Japan, spoke at the
Schools began to-day.
.Miss Ethel Baptist
church
She is a
Sunday
B. Hutchins has the school here.
guest of C. A. Reynolds and family.
P. C. Leach, Brandon I^ach. KenCapt. Charles Hodgkins, wife and
neth Leach. Frank Staples. Marston son Roger motored to Hebron, where
Howard.
Donald
Perkins.
Ralph Roger will attend school.
Hutchins, Earle Leach. Earle Bridges.
Herman Holt
has
returned to
Thomas Perkins, Carroll Wardwell, school at Charleston, where he will
Chester
Wardwell.
Oscar
meet
his
Leach.
brother Shepard, who has
Frank Leach. Orrin Leach. Wilbert been employed at Atkinson
Hutchins and.Ernest Chatto. left Sun- 1
Miss Olive Coolidge and Henry E.
day for Corlnna. to work in the po- Crane were married Saturday evetato field.
ning at the home of the pastor. Rev.
Mrs. Ella Leach of BluehiH is vis- ! W. H. Rice.
The double-ring seriting her sister. Mrs. Willard Bowden, vice was used. The ceremony was
witnessed by a few friends.
Franklin.
R.
Sept. 13.
Miss Charlotte Havey returns to !
Bluehill.
Somerville. Mass., this week.
Jennie Mello of Brockton. Mass.. Is
Rev. J. E. Blake of Addison was in |
town Monday.
visiting her father, Manuel Mello
Mrs. Otis Littlefield has gone to
Walter Blatsdell Is
teaching In
Dorchester. Maas., to visit her daughFreeport.
Miss Virginia M. Cqlltns came Sat- ; ter. Mrs. Levi Glllis.
Fred Prenttss and wife are visiting
urday to continue her high school
H. W. Grind ie aud wife.
studies.
Fannie Maddocks and Margie McMrs. J H. West has returned from
Sangerville to open her home for the Intyre are teaching in WaterviUe.
Martha Osgood in Palermo. Virginia
season.
The fall term of high school opened Chase in 8teuben, Roxie anil Mary
Monday, with Mr. White, the new ! Curtis In Malden. Mass.. Marjorie
principal, assisted by Miss Jordan and Mason in Milo and Albert Snow in
Miss Coombs.
Miss Jordan has been ! Camden
Bluehill students who have rehere several terms, and is welcomed
turned to college, or are entering the
on her return.
Alvah Gray and
Theodore, son of Fred Bunker. Is freshman year are:
uniMervlu
Columbia
Bowden*
visiting his old home here.
versity; Harold Osgood and Wallace
Sept. 13.
B,
Perkins, I'niveralty of Maine. Helen
Hu <k sport.
McIntyre, Boston university: Arthur

Stanley.

Bangor

Bessie Noyes. Louise Johnson and
Lowell Noyes motored to Oakland
last Monday returning Wednesday.
They were guests of Mrs. Bessie
Barker and daughter Evelyn.
"Lilac."
Sept. 13.

j

Charles

B.

Snow, Colby college.

Cohoon died Wednes-

Don't Be Too Curious.
person who Is too nice an observer
of the business of the crowd, like one
who Is too curious In
observing the
labor of the bees, will often be
stung
for his curiosity.—Pope.
A

-o_s>
C*n t look well, eat well.or feel well
wlih Impure blood.
Keep the blood
pure with Burdock Bitters.
Est simply. take exercise, keep clean.and good
health Is pretty sure to follow.
IS

bottle.—Agvt.

*

Bluehill team won un exciting game at Sullivan. Sept. a. score
9 to 6.
Both teams hit hard and
gave their pitchers sensational supThe most startling play of the
port.
gam< came in the ninth Inning, when,
with two out aud two on bases.
"Bear” Oegood.
playing short f°r
Bluehill, retired the side with a oneThe
handed stab of a line drive
Bluehill team speaks in the highest
terms of the hospitality shown them
and the
conduct of the
The

day. Sept. 8, after an Illness of several month*, aged flfty-four years.
Mr. Cohoon leaves a widow, one son,
Raymond, a daughter. Miss Edna
Cohoon, and a brother. William, of
Brewer.

[

sportsmanlike
Sullivan team and rooters.
Sept. 13.

s

Central Market

|1

BLUEHILL

^MEATS^

CASTORIA

FRITTS

In Um For Ovor 30 Years
bears

Quality is our first consideration.
SVe especially solicit summer trade.

Signature of

telephone and Mail Orders Prompt

For Infanta and Children

Always

VEGETABLES
AND
SEASON.

Attended to.

W

TERRIBLE

mtueii free of Eczema
Dr. E. N.©LZENDAM, D.V.M.
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
limited, UGDENSBURG, N. Y.
Trenton.
Mis* Mary Royal was at home from
Ellsworth for the week-end. Misses
Vena ilogerthy and E. Royal were
her guests.
Mr* Ernest Young and son Frankvisited
Portsmouth,
her
of
lin
brother, W. D. Leland, last week.
Erwin Rotner has entered high
jehool In Ellsworth, and Altda Marshall and Vara Googlns have entered
high school in Bangor.
and
family and
Osr ir Pearson
Earle Bean and wife are guests of C.
wife.
and
C Young
with
Mrs.
Mrs. Sabin Leland Is
George Austin at Bar Harbor.
Mis* Susla Anderson of Bar Harbor spent last week with her cousin.
Mr* Mala Copp.
Harry Woods will convey the pupils
School befrom the upper district.
Miss
.Million.
morning.
gan this

teacher.
D.

Subscribe for The American

Had Rheumatism Since 4
Years Old
Says

V

More

^I

Proof

I

That

It is tire

tiny

HM&SIS

I

at your !oMtl you
huaitb.

today,

i..,,rUK,fMarl

•HI bw om
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KTM1 KtSES MU

FOUR YEARS
Thi* Testimony Remain* I nslmken.
Time is the best test of truth.
:lMe is an Ellsworth Falls story that
“»s

:

stood the test of time.
It Is a
a
which will come
to many of us.
W- Hamilton, Mill 8t„ EIls,8rih Falls. Me., says: "I have
own troubled
with my back and kld?8y complaint for some time, A
recowmended Doan's Kidney
pui a
to me and I
got a box and after
*mg them I was very much bene1 am willing to recommend
“8 to
anyone who has such
,
rouble
as.they have helped me to
* Peat
extent.”
five years later, Mr. Hamll"What I have said In the
I gave some years ago reag the merit of Doan’s Kidney
bo ds good In
every particular.
as*„,.®8<ilclne fdioved me of an
kidney weakness and a
kack.
i am pleased to enloan's again.”
c> at a11 dealers.
Don't
8imnw
with
point
*jory
straight home

...Nearly
plna
Thi!

lam!^?*
J®8
0i“

a kidney remedy—get
Doab.y aj!tJfor
Kldn«y Pills—the same that

Mr

Co'

ti

(jamilton

?_•M,S

Foster-Milburn

had.

Buffalo,

N. Y.

"ILL ASTONISH
ELLSWORTH PEOPLE
bj. ,e Quick action of simple witchetc., as
mi, 1 famPhor, hydrastls,

'S i-avoptik

wash, will surOne girl
strained
was
eyes
veak,
by
a single application.
Her
moth.
hardly sew or read be8ye Pains
In one week she
too 1°‘
We guarantee a
smaii Is ueu®flted.
ttle of Davoptlk to help ANY
CAS*>
strained or Inflamed
'Jos
41,.' f*uminum eye cup FREE.
Prkc
«

Ellsworth

heltLi
causo'r,could

eye

people.

?,8a,t’

‘Wander

s

Pharmacy.

The All-Sound Varnish

For that rare old gate-legged table or
other piece of highly-prized furniture, use INOROUT to bring back the
look of glossy, unscratched newness.
some

»•**»■

'a

And when you take it outdoors,
INOROUT will stand up and grin under
lashing winter winds and storm, or the
hottest of summer suns. Salt water
can’t make it turn white.
Boiling
water won’t even dull the gloss. Try
1

it—gallons, quarts, pints.

ThaBaytlatar

Bay Statevarnish
Liquid Paints
for

A paint, stain,
or enamel
every
painting condition. Bay State Liquid Paints
really protect They go farther, last longei
and look better too. Try them.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND&CO.,Inc.
Boston, Mass.
Largest ‘Pain/ and Vamtsh Makers in New England

Yen can buy loorout Varnish and Bay Stata Peiat (rear
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performance, not price, that

decides what you really pay; hence,
do not experiment with tires made
to sell at sensationally low prices.

Miss Lizzie Watts, ex-president

of the Outlook Club, said: "Misa
Horton was pronounced incurable.
Tne first time I saw her after she
began tak Hg Var ne-aia—what a
change! A welf.merry-hearterl girl.

MN«OUT

Ride Farther on Goodyear Tires
in Your Small Car

Miss Horton gives her experience
with Var-ne sis:
It meansa new life to me to be
t tit and enjoy life,” says
Miss Gladys Horton of 16 Abbott
Street, Lynn, Mass. “I have had
rheumatism since 1 was four years
oil, and it is a new experience for
me to have the full use of
my joints
and te free from train. 1 have been
so help!* -s that I had to be wheeled
m a small
carriage, lifted bodily
frum place to place, could not feed
myself. I tried many different treatments but they failed to help me.
Finally friends persuaded me to try
Var ne-sis. Am glad I did, for today
I am entirely free from rheumatism
and haven't an ache or a pain.”

On f ar-Mlt NOW.

LIFE
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About 8 months’ ago, I chanced to
read an ad. of ‘Fruit-a-tives’ and
■Sootha Salva’, in which was told of
of Weeping Ecietna
s person cured
remedies.
these
by
After wing two boxes of'Fruit-a-imaf
and one box of 'Soolba-Salca'. / am

“Use My Receipt"
Miss Horton

OP

j
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Deep

•'Inl906.npgaa tobotrcubledwitb
arms and legs were
fccma. My
bandaged most of the time; and
(ometmu's I could squeeze the pua
out of my hands, they were so bad.

Sept

NEW

Pathway Through

No Trace Of The Disease
“Fruit-a-tives”
Since Taking New
Hampshire.

I

TAKEN

East Bluehill.
The Rod. Line and Gun club of
•last Bluehill held Its annual chowier picnic on Labor day at Curtis’
This is the
Way David H. Cain
The
:ove, with a large attendance.
Hays He Keels Since Tanlac
innual election of officers and a
Fatal
Cave
Itulit Him Up.
lance took place in the evening.
Hreat progress haB been made during
to
Pit.
"It is remarkable what Tanlac has
he past year under the guidance of
done for mo. and I am feeling so fine
he retiring officers. President Chas.
that I believe 1 have a new lease on
Jurtis of East Bluehill, Vice-PresiVisitor
on
Sightseeing Expedition life,” was the statement made re- ients Louis Bostelmunn and LinWithin a Moment of a Miserable
cently by David H. Cain, of 520 Con- vood Leacb of f)ew York and East
End in
greas St.. Portland. Me.
Mr. Cain is
lluehill respectively, and Treasurer
Pool From Which
employed as a mlllman at 34-38 i •’red Cousins of East Bluehill. Plans
There Was No Escape.
Union St.. Portland.
were
formed and a committee ap"My health failed two years ago. pointed by the retiring president to
Astride the boundary separating
•onstder a suitable site for a cluband ever since then I have been gotwo states of the middle West, a Coming down hill so fast that 1 was pouse. It is the ambition of the
panion contributor writes, there lies
nearly a wreck,” he continued. "I dub to own a building that will
one of those barren regions where nalerve the purpose of a real comraunwas so nervous I could not hold a
ture seems to have forgotten her unhammer In my hand.
Why, I just j ty cenlpr. where both resident and
completed task. On one side of the shook like a leaf. My appetite had ion-resfnent members of the village
line are sand hills; on the other, dry
about left me and when I did eat a
nay have a good time together.
Attention is especially given to the
mud cut by deep cracks and ravines. few bites I would bloat up with gas
young folks, and a junior memberA little more than a quarter of a and have such awful pains in my
century ago, he continues, business stomach 1 could hardly get up from ship, with annual dues of 50 cents, is
the
table.
My sleep was reinless and provided for those under seventeen,
called me to a homesteedor's claim on
some nights I would
wake up as | rhe annual dues for adult members
an oasis In the sand-hill tract, and
Tennis courts, a good clubmany as a dozen times,
and
then I ire $1.
after a long drive from the distant
liuiiBe. with a float, a small library
when morning came I was 'all in' and
railway station 1 arrived just at dusk just had to drag myself off to work. if books on fish, game and out-door
on Saturday evening, to stay until
I was so run-down It was all I could pports, an exhibition of specimens of
the following Monday.
do to hold out till night came and the natural wild life of Hancock
Sunday morning I rose before the many a time my employer Just came :ounty. and a series of Informal
family and went out to view the land- out and told me to stop work and go talks by various members of the club
ire some of the plans that the club
scape. After examining a number of home, as I looked as weak as a rag.
hopes to realize.
Hearty co-operapetrified tree stumps und logs, which My knees and joints pained me and tlon has been
were so stiff I could not lift twenty
established and steady
time and climatic Influence had chang-upport promised the club hy the
pounds to my waistline.
ed Into black-and-white onyx, I was
"I was planning to give up work State commissioner of fish and game.
about to return when I chanced to spy
when a friend came to me and told During the past two years the coma peculiar opening In the earth some
missioner has given the stocking comme about Tanlac. so 1 took his advice,
distance away.
Desiring to explore. got me a bottle and commenced to mittee of the club consignments of
trout fry for the brooks and ponds
I soon found myself walking down the feel better right
In all I took in
away.
the neighborhood.
The officers
smooth, water-worn floor of a canyon four bottles of Tanlac and to-day I
for the coming year are:
President,
that was so narrow that my elbows am feeling so fine I believe I could
tV, G. Tinekom-Fernandez. New York;
get out there In the street and outgrazed the sides.
first
Miss
vice-president.
Nina
Slavin,
I wus soon a hundred feet or more run any man in a foot race.
My New York; second
vice-president.
below the surf ate of the mesa, yet nerves are as steady as a clock and I Archie Long, East
Bluehill; treasso sound thut the cars
passing urer. Fred Cousins, who wag enthuthe chasm showed no Indication of sleep
the house do not wake me up.
And
I
walked
elected
to
this
widening.
on, casting my
office for the
eat?
Why, I eat three big meals siastically
Ihlrd consecutive year.
The recordeyes tipwnnd occasionally to where a
every day and am never bothered one
scrub juniper hlrl for a moment the bit with gas or pains in my stomach. ing and corresponding secretaries are.
Linwood
Leach
and
narrow silt of blue far above, and
The pains and stiffness have left my respectively.
thus I noticed that the opening termijoints and I feel as strong as two "apt. Percy Moore, both of East Bluehill.
Among the non-resident memnated shortly.
Dropping my gaze, I men and can do as big a day's work bers who joined this year are Miss
as any man.
I believe Tanlac has
discovered on the left the abrupt turn
Janet Herron. Mrs. Gaston Dethier.
that I had exjiected, und, aguin look- added several yeprs to my life and I Dr. and Mrs. Moorhead. Professor
can't recommend it too highly."
and Mrs. Lionel Marks. Dr. Seth Miling skyward. I became Interested In
Tanlac is sold In Ellsworth by E. liken and
the antics of a colony of bank swalStanley Robb.
G. Moore, in Sullivan by Dunbar
-olows.
The footing was so good that
Bros., in Little Deer Isle by H. G.
Hives,
eczema,
itch or salt rheum sets
I walked steadily forward, my eyes
Eaton, in Ashville by C. C. Small, you crazy.
Can’t bear the touch of
msmiru uti
uie nwauowR.
In South Bluehill by M. B. Grindle, your clothing. Doan's Ointment is
fine
Suddenly becoming awn re that the and by the leading druggists in for skin itching. All druggists sell It.
light about me. which heretofore had every town.—Advt.
BOc a box.—Advt.
come only through the silt far above,
was Increasing. 1 stopped
abruptly,
with my body already thrown forward and my right foot raised for the
next step.
«
Just ahead the canou did Indeed terminate.
Also, the floor ended a few
Inches In front of my left foot Only
by Instantly pressing my both forearms with all my strength against the
sides of the chasm did I overcome the
momentum that In another moment
would have precipitated me Into a
semi-circular cistern of ooze twenty
feet flelow and at least sixty feet wide.
F
Its sides were scooped out of the river
—
——"
cliff In the form of an arch, through
which came the light that had arrested my attention In the nick of
time.
My host told me at breakfast that
many young cattle, colts and other
farm stuff had disappeared thereabouts and were supposed to have
been lost In the place, which was of
unknown depth, und was called locally. "The Jug.”—youth’s Companion.

ECZEMA MADE DEATH TRAP
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You can secure in Goodyear Tires, of
the 30x3-, 30x3V2- and 31x4-inch sizes,
a high relative value not exceeded even
in the famous Goodyear Cord Tires
on the world’s finest automobiles.

Earnest Work Brings Success.
No class of men have a monopoly of
opportunity. History Is filled with records of the poor man's progress. As the
race Is not always to the swift, so Is
success not always to the naturally
talented. It’s the man who trains the
talents he bus who rises above bis fellows. How often have we seeij the man
whom the neighbors all looked upon as
a genius flash Into a temporary prominence soon to give place to the ordinary but tireless worker who substituted ceaseless effort and constant
pains for sj>ecin! gifts. The fact Is
men of exceptional talents often lean
upon them and cease to make real efforts to Improve. Von will And them In
middle life where they were In youth.
Often
they are disappointed and
grouchy creature# criticizing the efforts of others who attempt on meager
talents to do what they ought to have
done. They have made no progress In
developing their own personality.

Goodyear experience and care are
applied to their manufacture in the
world’s largest tire factory devoted
If you

own a

1"

Ford, Chevrolet, Dort,

Maxwell
sizes, go to your
or

other

car

taking these

Service Station for Goodyear Tires; take advantage of the opportunity to get

Joy in Winning Soooees.
The training of personality la often
Men shun
n matter of compulsion.
loads and dodge raaiwtialblllUes whenever they can.
They covet ease and
wealth and try taking the shortest
road to It That may land them there
and It may not. I'sunlly men hare to
rise through struggle.
That has a
way of making met. turn to themselves
Others are busy
for what they get
with the same Job and they can't give
help to anyone. As men learn to do
they develop power to do and eventually the love at doing takes possesIt's not just a matter
sion at them.
of poetry, but It's according to fact
There’s no Joy like that of conscious
success and It grows with what is
done.

these sizes.

to

true

nearest

Goodyear mileage and economy.

me

30 * 3V4 Goodyear Double-Cure * -y -5 50

Fabric, All-Weather Tread

—

Goodyear Heavy Tourist

Tubes cost no more than the price
asked to pay for tubes of less merit—why risk costly
» a
casings when such sure protection is available?
5Q
51‘f
30x3Vfc size i» waterproof tar
you

30*3V4 Goodyear Single-Cure i'll 50
Fabric, Anti-Skid Tread_tol“”

are

_

up.—Exchange.

the southern states

horized Service

there is a

yellow pine area of about 121,000,000
acres.
Fully stocked and carefully
forested this will produce about TO
cubic feel an acre a year, or more
than 27,800,000,000 board feet a year.

U

\
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n

Big Supply of Yellow Pino.
In

\\

^

Qave Him the Snub.
I was sore at a certain boy at school
and when I walked by him In the hall
always put my head high. One day
when I was going home at noon I met
him In the hall with a big bunch of
boys. I gave him the snub and put
my head up high. I didn't see the
step*. I fell all the way down, and to
my mortification this boy came and

picked

-J

Station

-F --

MORANG'S
Ellsworth,

Bar

Harbor,

GARAGE

West Sullivan
V

and

Sedgwick,

Maine

HAVE MADE GLORIOUS NAME

SICK KIDNEYS
MAKE LAME BACKS
Cause brrken, unrefreshing sleep,
and in many cases that tired feeling
that makes it so hard to get up in
the morning. They also cause loss
of appetite, lack of ambition, and
other troubles, t
Hood's Sarsaparilla contains the
medicinal herbs, barks, roots, etc.,
that strengthen and tone these organs, and relieve their ordinary ailments. Take it.
And if you need a laxative take
Hood’s Pills,—they work neat.
Surry.
Hallie Young and brother Earl and
friends spent a week camping at D.
J. Curtis' shore.
Elsie Sperry and Raymond Kimball spent a week here recently.
George Lester Kane and wife of
Winthrop. Mass have been visiting
his aunt, Josie Kane.
Mrs. R. Calvin Osgood has gone to
Waterville to teach.
Mr. Osgood is
in Bangor for a few days, while
Helen Crocker is in the hospital to be
operated upon for appendicitis.
Angie Treworgy and Merrill Carter
have gone to Milo to teach.
Paul Clark returned to Portsmouth. N. H., Saturday, after a week
at home.
H. Marie Osgood has gone to North
Castine to teach.
Howell Mann returned to Brewer
Saturday after a week at Mrs. Leone
Haskells.
Capt. C. M. Coulter returned home

Wednesday.
William
Williams
and
Charles
spent a few days recently in Bangor.
Mrs. Edna Osgood is visiting her
daughter in Waterville.
Helen Clark came home Wednes-

day.
Helen Milliken has returned from a
visit in Penobscot.
Scott Treworgy. who has spent the
summer with his grandparents, has
returned to Hallowell.
Augustus H. Wood and wife of
Bangor spent Sunday with Mrs.
Millie Lord.
Lizzie Gray has gone to Sedgwick
to teach.
Ethel Morgan has gone to Manchester to work.
Nellie Carter returned recently
from Bar Harbor, where
she
has
spent the summer.
Mrs. Bernice Johns of Bangor
spent last week with Mrs. Sarah

Phillips.
Sept. 13.

L.

lhe Milliken family held a reunion
Patten’s pond Sept. 6.
A delicious
picnic dinner was served and a
delightful day was enjoyed by all.
Those present were:
Horace F. Mllliken of San Francisco, Cal.. Mr. and
Mrs. E. N. Osgood,
Mrs.
Frances
Eleverton and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Green of Bar Harbor. Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Perkins of Reading. Mass.,
Capt. W. S. Treworgy, Mrs. Lydia
Smith and Mrs. Nellie Daggett of
Rockland. Miss Kathleen Milliken
and Howard Milliken
of
Portland.
Dyer Curtis and family, Capt. S. J.
Treworgy. wife and son. Mrs. W. S.
Treworgy of East Surry and Scott
Treworgy, jr., of Hallowell.
Nelson Andrews, wife and son
Foster of Redwood City.
Cal., recently visited their cousins. Mrs.
Smith and Mrs. Daggett.
Sept. 13.
M.

at

South Penobscot.
This place was saddened Thursday,
Sept. 9, by the death of Capt. Dudley
Bridges, after a short Illness, at the
of eighty-nine years.
age
Capt.
Bridges will be missed by a great
He was a faithful
many friends.
member of the Baptist church for
He was also a member
many years.
of the Rising Star lodge, F. and A.
M.
Funeral services were held at
the home Saturday afternoon. ReT. C.
A. Smith officiating.
The floral tributes were many and beautiful.
Mrs. Solon Peterson and grandson
Ernest are visiting her sister, Mrs.
Augusta Grindle.
Mrs. Urban Leach is visiting' in
Hallowell.
Miss Nan Grindle has returned to
her school In Brookline. Mass.
Miss Grace' Nichols is home from
Bangor for a short visit.
Mrs. S. B. Condon has gone to Bos*
ton.
Wade Grindle of Eastport is visiting his parents, Arthur Grindle and
wife.
Capt. Calvin Leach is very ill.
West Gouldsboro.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hammond, who has
had employment with Mrs. Berkley
Allen in Bar Harbor, returned home

Saturday.
Miss Frances Milliken of Ellsworth
Is visiting her aunt. Mrs. L. W. Sargent.
Miss Pauline Kingsley left Monday for Sullivan to teach.
Miss Katherine Woodworth, who
has been employed in Bar Harbor,
is spending a few weeks with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Woodworth.
Mrs. E. B. Eddy and three children,
who have been visiting in Kenduskeag, returned home Saturday. Mrs.
Laura Carter and Mrs. Ivy Pullen
accompanied her for a visit.
The republican women of Gouldsboro have organized with the following town committee: Mrs. Clara A.
Hill, Mrs. Nellie I. Wooster, Mrs. Cecil
Rosebrook, Mrs. Elizabeth Shaw,
Mrs. Jerome B. Clark. Miss Pauline
Kingsley. West Gouldsboro: Mrs. A.
B. Holt, Mrs.
Amy Pike. South
Gouldsboro; Mrs. Frank Libby. Miss
Julia Guptill.
Miss
Lutie
Guptill,
Gouldsboro; Mrs. L. S. Ray,, Mrs.
Byron Moore, Prospect Harbor; Mrs.
Otis Stewart,
Corea.
Mrs.
Hill is
chairman. Mrs. Wooster, secretary
and Mrs. Rosebrook treasurer.
Sept. 13.
L.

LAKEWOOD.
Mrs. J. D. Smith, while visiting in
Bangor, fell down stairs and broke
She is now in the hospital.
her arm
John Ballantine and family have
returned to Roibury, Mass.
Subscribe for The American
$2.00 a year.

—

Msn of the Merchant Marine of Great
Britain and of America Alwaye
Quietly Heroic.
The merchant marine has always
fed the navy. In Great Britain and in
the United States, because the sailor’s trade differs from that of the soldier In this respect: As soon as yen
drop the harbor lights you are always
In danger and this is what gives sea
faring men their line, liberal views.
The soldier regards the freebooter,
the comltadjl and the bandit as distinctly disreputable members of society—a race to be stamped out and
The sailor reutterly disapproved.
I cards the pirate, the smuggler, and
the gunrunner, not with approval, but
he appreciates the perils of the callI ing. Merchant ships went armed as a
matter of course long after a parallel
state of affairs had ceased on land,
and to this day the master of a merchant ship has arms In his stateroom
with the right to use them in his
sound discretion.
He is monarch of
all he surveys, and has much more
than the modern monarch’s responsibilities. When a crisis comes to you
at sea, you cannot go and talk to a
friend in the next street about it;
you must meet it there and then, for
there is no room on board a ship for
indecisions.
Squalls, tempests, the
public enemy, are Just the same for
the steamship as for the square-rigger
or the sharp-nosed schooner; they are
to
be conquered, and Immediately.
The merchant marine of the Englishspeaking peoples has never been false
to its training and tradition; and
whether it he Fryatt that plays the
here and makes no fuss about it, or
Klnnier that takes his ship through
Nelson strait and out past the Isle of
Desolation, while the pursuing German prudently stays behind and sends
wireless dispatches of his success, the
breed Is always the same. The breed
Is always the same and always will
be. If It be given ships and water;
■the danger It will attend to itself, and
the heroisms It will Just keep quiet
about, but If Britain can give It ships,
America can do the same. "Treat ’em
rough.”
They thrive upon It but
beat them "square."—Christian Science
Monitor.

RIZAL, FILIPINO MARTYR,
WROTE REMARKABLE POEM
By FORMER CONGRESSMAN CLYDE H. TAVENNER.

Every year June 19 Is celebrated by
Filipinos as the anniversary of the
birthday of the Filipino martyr, l>r.
Jose Rlzal, regarded as the greatest
mnn the Malay race has produced.
Rlzal, who spoke seven languages
and

cultured and much traveled
man
(on one occasion he traveled
across the United States), earned the
enmity of Spanish governors In the
Philippines by protesting against the
oppression of the Filipino people. As
a boy he
had witnessed scenes that
sent shafts of grief into his poet
soul, and he early dedicated his life
to the liberation of his “land adored."
At the risk of his life, and at the
sacrifice of his career, friends and
loved ones, he became the spokesman
for the stifled grievances of the voiceless multitude, and thus became “the
living Indictment of Spain's wretched
colonial system."
Kizal could have saved his life, as
he had been warned by friends not to
return to the islands.
He could not
be dissuaded, but before returning to
Manila left a letter with a friend In
Hongkong to be opened after his
death. In which he wrote: “Gladly do

j

Chinese Adept at Stalling.
The reformer In China does not meet
sharp, clear-cut resistance, writes
If
John Dewey In Asia Magazine.
he did, he might be stimulated to further effort. He simply la smothered.
Stalling has become a fine art
At a recent national educational
conference a returned student bolding
an official position moved that the public middle schools (corresponding to
our high schools) be made co-educational. He was Inspired by sound consideration.
China suffers from lack
Of educated women. Funds are short
The effective thing la to admit girls
to the schools already existing.
But the proposition was a radical
Innovation.
Yet it was not opposed.
A resolution In favor was duly passed.
But at the same time It was made
subtly understood that this was done
out of courtesy to the mclver, and that
no steps to carry the resolution Into
effect need be expected.
This Is the fate of many proposed
social reforms. They are not fought,
they are only swallowed. China does
not stagnate, It nbsorbs.
It takes up
all the slack till there Is no rope left
with which to pnll.

Surgery Popular In Congo.
Surgical operations are becoming
populur nmong the natives of the Belgian Congo, who are flocking to the
mlssloa hospital in such numbers that
all the beds are occupied and many
sleep outside waiting their turn. Dr.
Judson C. King, the Baptist medical
missionary, has started a school for
the training of hospital assistants and
considerable progress is being made In
the medical education of the natives.
“A few years ago," said Doctor King,
“the natives of the Congo could not
understand me when I tried to Isolate
the different contagions diseases. They
thought such an act cruel, and they
paid the price. Now, teaching, and
consequent observation, has so Impressed them that they at once isolate certain diseases and so prevent
epidemics. They are also bringing the
cases to us before they have
gone so
far that they are hopeless.”

Caged Grizzlies.
Experience In many zoos has shown
that subjecting caged grizzlies to close
contact with people is usually cruelty
to the animals.
Often they become
and a number of crowd-worried
grizzlies have died prematurely from
resultant apoplexy. Modern zoo bear
pens are constructed so that the bear
Is beyond the wiles of visitors—so that
he can have much privacy—one of the
needs of any grizzly. Perhaps we too
often think of the bulky grizzly as being coarse and rude. But he Is an animal of the highest type, sensitive, Indei>ernlent and retiring. The normal
bear Is good tempered and cheerful.

ui

DR. JOSE RIZAL,
The Filipino Patriot,

Desperation,
"He married her for her money."
"The high cost of living Is certainly

making

some

men

desperate."

eipuse myst

ic

io

p**ni,

not

as

any expiation of misdeed (for In this
matter I believe myself guiltless of
any), but to complete my work and
myself offer the example of which I have always preached. A man ought to
die for duty and his principles, I hold fast to every idea which I have advanced as to the condition and fnture of our country, and shall
willingly die
for It I hold duties of conscience above all else. Besides I wish to show
those who deny us patriotism that we know how to die for duty and prin-

ciples."

While Rlzal was In Europe working for Philippine
reforms, the Spanish
governor-general, to Indirectly punish Rlzal. carried on a relentless persecution of his parents and relatives In the
Philippines, driving them Into exile.
To his parents Rlzal left a second letter, saying: “Should fate
go against me,
you will understand that I shall die happy In the thought that my death will
end all your troubles.
Return to our country and may you be
happy In it.
Till the last moment of my life I shall be
thinking of you and wishing you all
good fortune and happiness.”
Spain had meanwhile determined on having Rizn'. s life, foolishly thinking
that If his voice was stilled agitation for the seforms he
championed would
end. Rlzal was arrested on a trumj>ed up
charge of treason and condemned
to death.
But no sooner had the firing squad completed its work than the
teachings of Rizal almost instantaneously became the passionate Inspiration
of the whole Filipino race. His unjust execution had
simply transferred the
Intense patriotism of Rizal to the breasts of an entire
nation of people. The
nationalism
of
Philippine
today dates from the sunshiny morning of December
80, 1S96, when Rlzal wns led forth from his prison to
willingly give, as he
himself said, his life for his country's redemption.
While touring In the Philippines
recently the conviction was ever present
In my mind, and I could not throw it off. that the real
Inspiration as well as
the leadership of the Filipino people in their
present desire for Independence
Is the spirit of Jose KizaL The
memory of Rlzal and the desire for independence seem to be synonymous In the mind of the average
Filipino.
Rizal Is the inspiration of all classes, of old and
young, of all the people;
he is not dead, for his spirit Is everywhere In that
beautiful land. His picture adorns the homes of the poorest
families; streets, avenues and cities are
named In his honor, while his statue stands tn the
parks and public squares.
In life Rizal v as a beautiful character, kind and
considerate of all, gladly
gDlng his life for his country, and in memory he has become
the national Idol.
\\ ith such a spirit as Its national
inspiration the Philippines can not helD but
reach heights now not dreamed of.
" hile awaiting death In his ceil
during his last night on earth Rlzal wrote
a remarkable poem, “My Last Farewell.”
He secreted the manuscript in an
alcohol cooking lamp, where it was found after
his execution. It follows:

MY LAST

FAREWELL.

By DR. JOSE RIZAL.
uv-;ir
lamer.ano. dime of the
Leith* *un draw its vapor* up to the skv.
sun caress’d.
And heavenward in purity hear my tardy
tb®
seas, our Eden
JjfffL0*
protest.
I go to give thee thislost;
Gladly now Prt®nt
faded Let some kind soul o'er my
untimely fats
--

life

s best.
** brtKhter- *r®*h«r or more
WeM
8tlll would I give it thee, nor count the

And

cost.

°”

of

>>»«•*. 'midst tbs freniy of
fight.
Others have »lven their lives without
doubt or heed;
The place matters not—cypress or laurel
or illy white.
S*afToId or open plain, combat or
martyrdom s plight.
Tie ever the same, to serve our home and
country's need.
I die

just when I see the dawn break
,ioom of night, to herald the

Thresh.
And if oolor

is lacking my blood thou
shsJt take.
Pour'd out at need for thy dear
sake.
To dye with its crimson
thy waking ray.

dreams, when life flrst opened to me.
dreams, when the hopes of youth beat
high.
Were t° see thy loved face. O gem of the
Orient sea.
Prom gloom and grief, from care and
sorrow free;
No blush on thy brow, no tear In thine
eye.

Hi
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Dream of my

desire.

life, my living and burning

All hail' cries the semi that is

flight;

All hail! And
To die for
Alld

aspire;

thy

ln

over my
grow

now

to take

it Is for thee to expire!
sake that thou may'st

sweet

night
If

Uiy bo®°m eternity's long

grave

In the grassy sod.

some

day thou seest

the

evening a prayer be lifted
high.
thee, O my country, that In God 1

on

From

moon
serene.

Pray for all those that hapless have died.

all who have suffered the unmeasur'a
pain;
For our mothers that bitterly their woes
have cried.
For widows and orphans, for captives by
torture triedAnd then for thyself that redemption thou
mayst gain.
For

And

when the dark night wraps the
graveyard around.
With only the dead in their vigil to see;
Break not my repose ob the
mystery

profound,
perchance thou may'st hear a aid
hymn resound;
’Tie I. p my country, raising a song unto
And

a

beam

over

me

soft

and

Let

the dawn shed over me Its radiant
flashes.
Let the wind with sad lament over me
keen;
And if on my cross a bird should be seen,
L*t it thrill there its hymn of peace to my
ashes.

FIJ.1PINO LEGISLATORS
DEBATE IN ENGLISH.
The English language recently was
used for the first time In the debates
of the Filipino House of Representatives.
The fftct was cabled to the United
States Insular Affairs Bureau.
The
principal speakers were Messrs. Benitez, De Guzman and Virata.
These
members are graduates from the University of the Philippines.
English Is taught exclusively in the
public schools of the Philippines, and
It is announced, will continue to be
If Independence Is granted.
According to an estimate based on the
census lust complet'd, seventy per
cent of the inhabitants of the Philippines over 10 years of age are literate.
This is a higher percentage of
literacy than that of any South American country.

After Experience With Kerosene, Captain Hopkins Had Not Any Further Worry About It.
Baldness is a condition the threat
if which will frequently stir men of
even the most dormant vanity.
Hair
tonics have netted fortunes for their
Inventors and there are countless remedies of the old housewife, some of
which, such as the application of kerosene, make the writer, at least, feel
that the disease might tie preferable
to the cure.
The sea captain John
D. Whidden tells of In his “Ocean Life
In the Old Sailing Ship Days,” certainly discovered to his sorrow one of the
possible result* of such a “cure.”
Captain Hopkins was giving a dinner to some of the* other ship captain*
and their wives who were In the harbor of Bahia at the same time with
As the caoln of the captain’s
him.
brig was small, the table was laid under awnings on top of the cabin. The
guest* arrived and dispersed about
under the awnings to enjoy themselves
until dinner was served. Captain Hopkins, who was a general favorite, after a few minutes went below, "presumably to put a few finishing touches
to his appearance.” The captain, who
was
"a small man, with a quaint,
seamed, wblskeriess face,” was troubled about his thinning hair and, after
trying all sorts of tonics, some one
had told him that "kerosene oil, well
rubbed In, would cause a healthy
growth when everything else bad
failed.” Captain Hopkins tried It and
came to have great faith In It, “going around with his head glistening,
and an odor distilling from him like a
Pennsylvania oil derrick.” Down in
his cabin, now, he proceeded to give a
fresh application of the kerosene.
Suddenly the-people on deck were
startled by a yell, “and the next Instant the head of old Hopkins apthe
companionway.
peared above
blazing like a giant candle. The ladles
screamed, while one or two captains
caught up buckets and, dipping up salt
water over the brig's side, deluged the
captain's head, extinguishing him In a
moment, but leaving him as bald as
an egg, although beyond a few blisters he was not seriously hurt.”
Captain Hopkins. It turned out had lighted a lamp and somehow brought the
match In contact with his head.

were 130 men whose Incomes exceeded $230,000. and was under $300,000.
Now there are 330 who enjoy that Income.
In 1914 there were 233 men
with an income between $200,000 and
Now there are 750 men
$250,000.
who are enjoying that Income.
In
1914 there were 400 men whose Incomes exceeded $156,000 and was under $200,000.
Now there are 1,300
men who enjoy that Income.”

"It Is frequently said that
only the
politicians in the Philippines want Independence, hot I do not think such Is
the case.” said Dr. D. M.
Gandier,
superintendent of the California AntiSaloon league, who has Just returned

He Came Back.
1 am employed in an
attorney's office. One nftemnon he was leaving for
his golf club and not
wantng to miss
his train by waiting to lunch, sent me
for some sandwiches, writes a corre-

grave

Is

remembered

no

Then will oblivion bring me no care
Aa over thy vales and
plain* I rweep.
Throbbing and cleansed in thy apace and
air.
With color and light, with song and
lament I fare.
Ever repeating the faith that I
keep.

My fatherland adored, that sadness to
sorrow

lends.

my

Fillplnas, hear now my last
goodbye.
I give thee aU: parents and kindred
and

friends;
I go where no slave before
the
oppressor bends.
Where faith can never kill, and God
reigns e'er on high.
For

Farewell, father and mother and
brothers,
blends of the fireside!
Thankful ye should be for me that I rest
at the end of the long day
Farewell, sweet, from the s-.ranger's land
my Joy and my comrade!
Farewell, dear ones, farewell!
To die Is
to rest from our labors!

from the Philippines.
"I have met
all classes of people from various
parts of the islands and all alike seem
to me to desire
independence. I am
inclined to think that they have the
ability to govern themselves. We are
developing a social and political conscience In America and they will develop one there; and I very much
doubt that they will learn as fast
under
present conditions as
they
would under complete independence.
Independence in some form Is bound
to come and I am inclined to
think
that It had better come soon,”
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Southwest
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Isabel Alexander, late o;
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Hart>or. In said county
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400,000 apiece.
“Today there are 400 men who enjoy that large Income. In 1914 there

SAYS ALL FILIPINOS
WANT INDEPENDENCE.

my

thoitaSa'"

Concentration of Wealth.
Philip W. K. Sweet, a minor, of SedaIn substantiation of the contention ; wick, in said county. Final account of
Julia H. Sweet, guardian, filed for setthat very much of the national wealth
tlement.
Is finding Its way Into a few private i
«.,£t<*Trart °- Mackay. a minor, of Bluehill, in said county.
First and final
T.
Congressman
hands.
Henry
Kalney, account
of Annette Mark ay Pyle. KuarIt. the house of congress, made the foldian. filed for settlement.
Corydon A. Richardson late of Bar
lowing statements, based on statisHarbor, in said county, d*- cased First
tics of the federal Income tax buand final account of Grace A. Richardson. executrix, filed for settlement.
reau :
Emma H. Dean, late of Newark. New
"There are two men In the United
Jersey, deceased. Petition filed by J idson 0.
States whose Income last year was
Prosser, executor of 11.- last
will and testament of sa d debased,
over $16,000,000.
There are five men
that the amount of the inheritance tax
in the United States whose Income last
on the estate of said de< *as*Ml i„ deby the Judge of Probat
In I termined
year was over $3,000,000 apiece.
Chester Arthur Road
r Ha:
r.
1014, before the war started, there in said county, petitions s.t.i .-.jurt that
his nfcme b« changed to Chester Arthur
were 60 men
whose annual Incomes
Wsscolt.
were over $1,000,000 apiece. Last year
Nathan Ash, late of P
Harbor, in
said county, deceased
First a
nnt
there were 248 whose Incomes were
of Sarah A. Ash, executr.x. filed for
over $1,000,000 apiece.
In 1914 there
settlement.
i
Richard G. Park, late of W
were 114 men whose Incomes were be<;
n.
of Chester. Penney %anin
It*
tween $300,000 and $1,000,000 apiece, j county
eoa **d.
Petition filed by Ili« hard G.
Last year there were 405 men whose
Par*;, Jr., and the I*net Trust • :na
pany,
corporation of Puts rgh,
Incomes reached this Immense sum.
Pennsylvania, praying that th- apIn 1914 there were 147 men whose In- I polntment of said petition!* n;.
d us
trustees under the last u
and -*Ucomes
were
between $300,000 and
ment of said deceased, b- confir:. 1 bjr

A Wilderness Establishment
Sam Cook Is the keeper of a stopping place at Rocky Lake on the
main winter trail In from the Pas In
Manitoba to the Kiln FI on mining
country. He supplies shelter for man
and beast—bat no provender.
Horse
and dog teams transport their own
feed.
For the human travelers the
Cook establishment provides dishes,
water and Are only, the visitors doing
their own cooking. If there Is any food
left, the travelers usually leave it for
their host. Cook keeps a set of books
of a sort and these show that since
November last' 1,000 freight teams,
that Is, boree-drawn outfits, and 1,500
dof teams have passed his place, and
932 men used his roof as shelter overnight. Cook collects 25 cents for each
traveler that uses his cooking utensils.
He says that business is looking so
good as the result of the mining development thnt he Is going to erect
a
much larger stopping place this
summer, including a stable capable
Of giving shelter to 100 horses.

even
more.

Unmark'd by never a cross or a stone;
Let the plow sweep through It, the spade
turn it o'er.
That my ashes may carpet thy
earthly
floor.
Before Into nothlngnaaa at last they are
flown.

H.Pl,w°Ub

day
Lori?

spondent When 1 returned the switchboard operator told me he had left and

apparently forgot the sandwiches. So
I ate them. I had Just finished
eating
them when he returned for his sandwiches. What followed was my most

embarrassing
Does

moment

Anybody Know?

is open now."
“Fishing
“Yep. but Tm afraid to think of It'
season

“Why?”
"I feel certain that when I start
In to get my tackle In shape they’ll
tell me there's a scarcity of fish hooks
and fish lines."
,
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When

Beloved

humble flower.
lo
liP8 »nd ki89 m>' *»oul so.
while I may feel on my brow In the cold
tomb below
The touch of thy tenderness, thy breath's
warm flower.
Let

cry.
And In the still

may rest

tht

cross,

Flood of Paper Money.
The year 1930 (aces a world flooded
with paper money.
The paper currency of thirty principal countries of
the world at the beginning of the war
a(Wregated a little over $7,000,000,000;
at the end of the war, in 1618, It was
$40,000,000,000. and In December, 1616,
It totaled $51,000,000,000, these figures
being In round terms and exclusive of
the currency issue of the bolshevik
government, which alone are estimated at $84,000,000,000.—Boston Post.
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